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Abstract

Darrell K. Royal is the most significant football coach in the history of the University of Texas at Austin. During his twenty years on the Forty Acres, he never had a losing season. He played football at Hollis (Oklahoma) High School and went on to star for the University of Oklahoma. He began coaching the Longhorns in 1957. He led Texas to three National Championships in 1963, 1969 and 1970. President Lyndon B. Johnson called him personally after the 1963 Cotton Bowl win over Navy. After retiring from coaching in 1976, Royal stayed on as the UT Austin Athletic Director (a post he had held since 1962) until 1980. Along with football, Royal loved music, making Austin a perfect fit, and he was good friends with Merle Haggard, George Jones and Willie Nelson, among others. Celebrated for both his wisdom and his wit, people referred to Royal as “Coach” on the UT Austin campus and all over the state. Coach Royal passed away on November 6, 2012 and is a football and Texas legend second to none.
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Biographical Note

Born July 6, 1924, Darrell K. Royal is the most famous football coach in the history of the University of Texas at Austin, and one of the most revered in college football. The UT Austin football stadium, first christened as Memorial Stadium in 1924 to honor the 198,520 Texans who fought and the 5,280 who died during World War I, was retitled Darrell K. Royal Texas Memorial Stadium in 1996 in his honor. Renowned for his wit, Royal coined this gem of an answer for how to motivate a team after a losing season: “Don’t know, never had one.” He believed in staying with the plays and the players that got football teams to a big game or a bowl game, saying, “You dance with who brung ya.” He further explained, “I’ve always felt three things can happen to you
whenever you throw the football, and two of ‘em are bad (an incomplete pass or an interception).” Apt for the expectations at Texas he stated, “The best thing a coach can hope for is to please the majority. And the only way to please the majority is to win.”

Royal completed his studies at Hollis (Oklahoma) High School in 1942. During this time he met Edith Marie Thomason, and they married July 26, 1944. Together they had a daughter, Marian K. (born June 19, 1945) and two sons, Sammy Mack (born February 2, 1947) and David Wade (born June 16, 1952). Tragically, both Marian and David died in car accidents. Darrell went on to serve with the Army Air Corps and played football for the 3rd Air Force Gremlins, leading to his recruitment to play college football at the University of Oklahoma. Once in Norman, he performed at both the quarterback and defensive back positions for OU and their eminent coach, Bud Wilkinson, from 1946 through 1950. Royal excelled as a defensive back and still holds the Sooner football records for interceptions in a game (three against Oklahoma A&M in 1947) and in a career (eighteen in four seasons). Though he shared the quarterback responsibilities with others at times, Royal started every game in 1949, winning all eleven, while leading Oklahoma to the 1950 National Championship.

Darrell K. Royal’s first head coaching experience came north of the border in 1953 with the Edmonton Eskimos of the Canadian Football League. Mississippi State offered Royal his first college head coaching job in 1954. He remained with the Bulldogs in Starkville until 1956, when he trekked northwest to Seattle to coach the Washington Huskies. The next year, Royal brought his football acumen to the University of Texas at Austin. The Longhorns had been 1-9 in 1956, the worst showing ever for Texas. Royal swiftly made the Longhorns winners, compiling a 6-4-1 record and leading them to the 1957 Sugar Bowl. During his twenty season career as Head Coach of Texas, the Longhorns never posted a losing record. His final tally for the twenty years was 167 wins, 47 losses and 5 ties, for a winning percentage of 76.3. He guided the Longhorns to National Championships in 1963, 1969 and 1970.

The 1963 team had to come from behind late in their final regular season game to defeat Texas A&M and continue their perfect term. Even though they were awarded
the Associated Press and United Press International National Championships afterward, they still had a game to play. Royal made certain the players understood that they could only earn the National Championship in his eyes if they won. No. 1 Texas had a date with once beaten No. 2 Navy and the Heisman Trophy winner, Roger Staubach, in the Cotton Bowl. Texas won 28-6. President Lyndon B. Johnson called Royal after the game to congratulate him and said “we’re all burstin’ our buttons (with pride).” Furthermore, during Royal’s watch, Texas won 11 Southwestern Conference Championships and appeared in 16 bowl games. Royal became the UT Athletic Director in 1962 and served in both positions until 1976, when he retired from coaching. Royal continued to serve as AD at Texas until 1980 when DeLoss Dodds took over the position. Royal’s induction into the College Football Hall of Fame occurred in 1983.

Darrell K. Royal loved music and knew legends like Merle Haggard, George Jones, Willie Nelson and countless more. The production crew on the famous Public Broadcasting Service music show, Austin City Limits, was likely able to secure appearances by several acts due to their close relationships with Royal. Royal perished of Alzheimer’s disease on November 6, 2012 at the age of 88.

Scope and Content

25 Albums, 8 Individual Items, 1 Plaque, no date, 1926-2011

The Darrell Royal Collection consists of 25 scrapbook photo albums (each entry describes the content of each photo) detailing different aspects of Darrell and Edith’s lives, covering football, family and music. There are eight individual items (emails, letters, a Memorial print and a football sticker) and an award plaque.

Collection Arrangement

Darrell K. Royal Scrapbook Albums, no date, 1926-2011

   Album 1: Turquoise Binder: [not labeled], no date unless otherwise stated, 1976 (66 items)


Page 1a: Photo 1: Darrell K. Royal (at 2 years) born Hollis, OK, July 6, 1924

Page 1b: Photo 2: J.V. McEwing: DKR’s classmate – Hollis, OK, no date


Page 2b: Photo 4: Darrell K. Royal in an OU football uniform #11, no date

Page 3a: Photo 5: the OU Campus: Easter 1948, Edith and Darrell Royal

Page 3b: Photo 6: Sammy Mack, DKR at Owen Field, Norman, OK, 1949

Page 4a: Photo 7: DKR and Marian K. in a posed photo, 1948

Page 4b: Photo 8: posed for the Sooner Yearbook -1949, Sammy Mack

Page 5a: Photo 9: Edith and DKR with Sammy Mack and Marian, 1949

Page 5b: Photo 10: Sammy Mack (born in Norman, OK, 2/2/1947), 1949
Page 6a: Photos 11-12: DKR and Edith at the 1950 Sugar Bowl dinner (OU vs. LSU)

Page 6b: Photo 13: Biloxi, MS, Buena Vista Hotel, at the 1950 Sugar Bowl

Page 7a: Photo 14: Darrell Royal in a #21 football uniform (signed by DKR), no date

Page 8a: Photo 15: Edith, DKR and the kids going to Norman, OK airport, 1949


Page 9a: Photo 17: the press box at TCU vs. Air Force (DKR broadcasted the game with Tommy Harmon), 1957 Cotton Bowl

Page 9b: Photo 18: DKR with Frank Medina, Longhorns trainer, no date

Page 10a: Photo 19: Mildred and Johnny Holmes, Houston, TX, 1959

Page 10b: Photo 20: David Thayer, Edith and DKR, Houston, TX, 1959

Page 11a: Photo 21: Mrs. Adrian (Charlotte) Patton and Mrs. Mal (Tillie) Kutner, Houston, TX, 1959

Page 11b: Photo 22: one of Marian Royal’s favorite pictures of DKR next to a Dallas, TX, bus, no date

Page 12a: Photo 23: DKR on the sidelines with the Longhorns, no date

Page 12b: Photo 24: a DKR portrait photograph, no date

Page 13a: Photo 25: a photograph of DKR by (Sammy) Mack Royal (DKR’s son), no date

Page 13b: Photo 26: DKR: Longhorn football practice, Austin, TX, no date
Page 14a: Photos 27-28: 27: David Royal with Gloria DeHaven, 1961; 28: DKR, Gloria DeHaven and David Royal, no date


Page 15a: Photo 32: Texas tied Alabama 3-3 in the Bluebonnet Bowl at Rice Stadium, Houston, TX: Paul “Bear” Bryant and DKR with the trophy (the game about which Bryant said “a tie is like kissing your sister”), 1/1961

Page 15b: Photo 33: Angus Wynne with DKR at the Cotton Bowl (Texas vs. Ole Miss), 1/1/1962

Page 16a: Photo 34: DKR, Colonel D. Harold Byrd and Edith, 1/1/1962

Page 16b: Photo 35: DKR and Vice President LBJ at the Cotton Bowl (Texas vs. Ole Miss), 1/1/1962

Page 17a: Photo 36: DKR and the UT Austin Track Coach Jack Patterson, no date

Page 17b: Photo 37: Blackie Sherrod, Harry Ransom, Tim Cohane (Editor of Look magazine), and DKR at Grantland Rice Award presentation, 1/1963

Page 18a: Photo 38: Blackie Sherrod, DKR and Tim Cohane (Editor of Look magazine) at the UT Football Banquet, 1963

Page 18b: Photo 39: the sign at the Cross Keys Restaurant: “Hide Aggies Darrell Royal is in town,” no date

Page 19a: Photo 40: the sign at the Holiday Inn hotel: “Welcome Darrell Royal, Hook ‘Em Horns,” no date

Page 19b: Photo 41: DKR with UT coach Fred Akers, no date

Page 20a: Photo 42: DKR, Edith, Travis Kerr of Kerr Stables and others at the Los Feliz Stakes at Santa Anita Park, Arcadia, CA, 1/8-1/12/1963
Page 20b: Photo 43: Restaurateur Pete Dominguez on a horse, no date

Page 21a: Photo 44: a black and white portrait photograph of DKR, no date

Page 21b: Photo 45: DKR drinking from a paper cup, no date

Page 22a: Photo 46: DKR under a picture of a Longhorn steer, 1963

Page 22b: Photo 47: DKR in his Longhorn Head Coach Shirt, no date

Page 23a: Photo 48: DKR and David Royal in the Baylor University locker room in a posed photo, ca. 11/9/1963

Page 23b: Photo 49: Ted Williams and DKR at a South Texas Hall of Fame event, San Antonio, TX, 1963

Page 24a: Photo 50: DKR under a picture of a Longhorn steer (DKR is thinking “I don’t know what we’re going to do next Saturday” and the steer responds “Who the hell’s this guy kidding?”), Austin, TX, 1963

Pages 24b-25a: Photos 51-52: a press conference in DKR’s office, Austin, TX, 1963 (photos by Ted Powers)


Page 26b: Photo 55: General Douglas MacArthur and DKR at the American Football Coaches Association (AFCA) Coach of the Year Banquet, NYC, 1/1964

Pages 27a-27b: Clipping 1: a General Douglas MacArthur tribute by Fred Russell, ca. 1965

Page 28a: Photo 56: DKR and General Douglas MacArthur, NYC, 1/1964

Page 28b: Photo 57: DKR wins district Kodak Coach of The Year Award, 1964
Pages 29a-29b: Photos 58-59: the Royals: DKR, Edith, Sammy Mack, Marian K. and David Wade, likely in Austin, TX, no date

Page 30a: Photo 60: a woman, DKR and Edith, Washington DC, 3/2/1964

Page 30b: Photo 61: DKR wins the American Football Coaches Association (AFCA) Coach of the Year, NYC, 1/1964

Page 31a: Photo 62: DKR, Edith, Gregory and Veronique Peck and Doris Day on the set of Send Me No Flowers, likely in California, 2/1964

Page 31b: Photo 63: a man, Jimmy Demaret and DKR, no date

Page 32a: Photo 64: Edith, no date

Page 32b: Photo 65: DKR in an Air Force plane and a man, no date

Page 33a: Photo 66: DKR in an Air Force flight suit and a man, no date

Page 33b: Photo 67: DKR shaking hands with likely Gerald Ford, no date

Page 34a: Photo 68: Paul “Bear” Bryant, DKR and two men, no date

Page 34b: Photo 69: DKR in his office looking at a UT Austin ring, no date

Page 35a: Photo 70: The Royal’s house at 1200 Belmont Parkway, Austin, TX; DKR in the kitchen, no date

Page 35b: Photo 71: Tommy Nobis and Pete Lammons, 1965

Page 36a: Photo 72: Jack Howe and Marvin Kristynik, 1975

Page 36b: Photo 73: DKR with Louis Pearce, no date

Page 37a: Photo 74: DKR and Anita Bryant (signed to DKR by Bryant), at the National Coaches Convention, Washington DC, 1966

Page 37b: Photo 75: DKR, Edith on Honda motorbikes, Austin, TX, 2/1966
Page 38a: Photo 76: DKR and Edith, the *Texas Exes Dinner*, Dallas, TX, 1966
Page 38b: Photo 77: Dr. Beto-Huntsville, TX Prison Warden and DKR, 1966
Page 39a: Photo 78: John McKay and DKR in Memorial Stadium, 1966
Page 39b: Photo 79: Dick and Alice Reynolds (in the background) with Ellie and David Jansen at the *Mental Health Ball*, 9/1967
Page 40a: Photo 80: Sammy Royal (born 6/15/1969) and Joe Namath, 1969
Page 40b: Photo 81: DKR and Louis Pearce (the President of the Houston Fatstock and Rodeo), likely in Houston, TX, 1969
Page 41a: Photos 82-83: 82: Kathleen Kuper, Edith, Christian Kazen and A.M. Thomason (Edith’s father), 1969; 83: an Indian movie star that Edith entertained, no date
Page 41b: Photos 84-85: 84: DKR with his granddaughters Katherine, Brooke and Libby in Vail, CO, 1982; 85: Juan Conde, Edith, DKR, a couple, Cindy and David McWilliams and Louis Murillo at the *Sun Bowl*, El Paso, TX, 1979
Page 42a: Photo 86: Mike Myers, DKR and Ted Strauss at *Trini’s Restaurant Groundbreaking*, 1969
Page 42b: Photo 87: DKR after the winning touchdown vs. Notre Dame, at the *Cotton Bowl*, (Texas won 21-17) Dallas, TX, 1/1/1970
Page 43a: Photo 88: DKR and Fred Steinmark on the *Cotton Bowl* sideline, Dallas, TX, 1/1/1970
Page 43b: Photo 89: DKR and a woman, no date
Page 44a: Photo 90: Janet Reifslager at the *Mental Health Ball*, 9/1967
Page 44b: Photo 91: DKR with Longhorn football players Bill Bradley, Corby Robertson and Chris Gilbert, 1968

Page 45a: Letter 1: John A. Jackson to DKR re: the Byron Nelson Trophy Room at the Preston Trail Golf Club, Dallas, TX, 1/28/1970

Page 45b: Photo 92: the tree that DKR hit a golf ball into 5/28/1968, photo from 1970

Page 46a: Photo 93: DKR’s golf ball still lodged in the tree, 1970

Page 46b: Photo 94: a framed branch of the tree with DKR’s golf ball, 1970

Page 47a: Photo 95: Cotton Speyrer caught the winning touchdown pass in the Texas vs. UCLA game on 3rd and 17 with 19 seconds left (signed by Speyrer), Austin, TX, 10/3/1970

Page 47b: Photo 96: DKR and Jim Lampley of ABC on the sideline, no date

Page 48a: Photo 97: UT Longhorn football practice field in Austin, TX: DKR is on the tower, no date

Page 48b: Photo 98: DKR and a man watching Texas Governor Preston Smith signing a proclamation honoring 100 Years of College Football, 1969

Page 49a: Photo 99: Colonel Sanders of Kentucky Fried Chicken, guest on Texas sideline at the 1969 Cotton Bowl vs. Tennessee due to the wishbone formation; it was freezing but he wanted people to see his white suit

Page 49b: Photo 100: Mrs. J. Neils (Wanda) Thompson and DKR, 1976 Cotton Bowl, Dallas, TX

Pages 50a-50b: Photos 101-102: DKR at his final Texas Longhorn football game as Head Coach vs. Arkansas, Austin, TX, 1976

Page 51a: Photo 103: DKR with Earl Campbell, 1975
Page 51b: Photo 104: The Eyes of Texas at DKR’s last game as Head Coach in Memorial Stadium, Arkansas vs. Texas, Austin, TX, 1976

Album 3: Maroon Binder: Army Air Force, 1944 (photographs from 1944 unless otherwise stated) (70 items)

Page 1b: Photo 1: DKR about to throw the football

Page 2a: Loose Photo 1: DKR about to hike the football Photos 2-8: 2-4: the Kent Hotel environs; 5-8: DKR in the Army

Page 2b: Photo 9: DKR in an Army Air Force uniform

Page 3a: Photos 10-15: 10: a pool; 11: DKR and a buddy by a car; 12: DKR with two soldiers; 13: DKR’s buddy; 14: DKR and a buddy on the beach; 15: DKR and a buddy

Page 3b: Photo 16: DKR (#22) shooting the basketball


Page 4b: Photos 22-23: 22: DKR and some soldiers at dinner; 23: DKR with the Army Air Force basketball team

Page 5a: Photos 24-30: 24: some benches; 25-26: DKR with two buddies; 27: sunlight over the ocean; 28: DKR’s buddy; 29: DKR’s buddy; 30: DKR

Page 5b: Photo 31: DKR and others playing basketball

Page 6a: Photos 32-35: 32: DKR and two buddies; 33: DKR and a buddy; 34: DKR and two buddies; 35: DKR

Page 6b: Photo 36: DKR and some others playing basketball

Page 7b: Photo 40: a man about to shoot a basketball

Page 8a: Photos 41-46: 41-42: DKR and a buddy; 43: DKR’s buddy; 44: DKR; 45: DKR’s buddy; 46: DKR and a buddy

Page 8b: Photo 47: DKR in his Army Air Force basketball uniform

Page 9a: Photos 48-54: 48: DKR and two buddies; 49: DKR’s buddy; 50: DKR and a buddy; 51: DKR and two buddies; 52-53: DKR and some soldiers; 54: a soldier

Page 9b: Photo 55: a man about to pass the basketball

Page 10a: Photos 56-58: 56: DKR and five soldiers; 57: a soldier; 58: DKR

Page 10b: Photo 59: Norm Glaubinger, Patsy Podstawski and DKR, Will Rogers Field, Oklahoma City, OK

Page 11a: Photos 60-62: 60: DKR and two buddies; 61: two of DKR’s buddies; 62: DKR and some soldiers

Page 11b: Photo 63: DKR in a basketball uniform at Will Rogers Field, Oklahoma City, OK

Page 12a: Photos 64-66: 64: DKR and some soldiers; 65: DKR and two buddies; 66: DKR and some soldiers


Page 14a: Photos: 71-75: 71: DKR and a buddy; 72: DKR’s buddy; 73: DKR and a buddy; 74: DKR and some soldiers; 75: DKR and a buddy

Page 14b: Photo 76: DKR in a football uniform

Page 15a: Photos 77-81: 77: DKR’s buddy; 78: a soldier by a plane; 79: a man riding on a donkey cart; 80: two of DKR’s buddies; 81: DKR’s buddy
Page 16a: Photos 82-85: 82: two of DKR’s buddies; 83: DKR’s buddy; 84: three of DKR’s buddies; 85: a camouflaged supply station

Page 17a: Photos 86-88: 86: a Mustang fighter plane; 87: DKR’s buddy; 88: DKR

Page 18a: Photos 89-90: 89: DKR and some soldiers; 90: DKR and some soldiers in the barracks

Page 19a: Photos 91-93: 91: Sergeant Omer R. Ross (hard to read); 92: DKR and a baby; 93: DKR’s buddy

Page 20a: Photos 94-96: 94-95: DKR’s buddy and some women; 96: DKR’s buddies and some women


Page 22a: Photos 100-101: 100: three of DKR’s buddies; 101: DKR with his buddies and a woman

Page 22b: Photo 102: DKR shooting a basketball for the Army Air Force team

Page 23a: Photos 103-105: 103: DKR with his buddies and a woman with a baby; 104: DKR’s buddy; 105: Barbara White


Page 26a: Photos 111-112: 111: DKR (#22) and some others playing basketball; 112: DKR’s buddy

Page 26b: Photos 113-114: 113: a man and the basketball coach; 114: DKR’s buddy
Page 27a: Photos 115-116: 115: DKR’s buddy, 2/14/1945; 116: DKR’s buddy shooting a basketball

Page 28a: Photos 117-118: 117: DKR (#22) and some others playing basketball; 118: DKR’s buddy and the basketball coach

Page 29a: Photos 119-120: 119: DKR (#22) and some other basketball players with their wives and girlfriends; 120: DKR’s buddy

Page 30a: Photos 121-122: 121: Meet the Eagles: Sergeant Royal (DKR), Lieutenant Ken Thompson and Private Norman Glaubinger; 122: the Army Air Force basketball team

Page 31a: Photos 123-124: 123: DKR and some soldiers at dinner; 124: DKR and two buddies

Page 32a: Photos 125-126: 125: some soldiers at dinner; 126: DKR and some soldiers singing

Page 33a: Photo 127: *Sport-nality of the Week*: Corporal Ed Milkovich

Page 34a: Photo 128: DKR (in the center with a trophy) and some soldiers

Page 35a: Photo 129: DKR about to throw a football

Page 36a: Photo 130: DKR and a buddy

Page 37a: Photos 131-132: 131: DKR at Army Air Force football practice; 132: DKR (#33) with the Army Air Force football team during a game

Page 37b: Photo 133: DKR and some soldiers with these last names: Straubaein, Kelly and Pittman

Page 38b: Photos 134-135: (no first name) Winkler and Ken Myers

Page 39a: Photo 136: Joe Eddins, General (no first name) Taylor, DKR and Bob Kennedy, 1945
Page 39b: Photo 137: 1st Lieutenant Huel Hamm in a football uniform

Page 40a: Photo 138: DKR (#33 with the ball) during game at Kessler Field

Page 41a: Photo 139: DKR and some soldiers with these last names: Smith, Tokarczyk, Polink, Guazzo, Yablonski, Heywood, Erwin and Norcia

Page 41b: Photo 140: DKR’s buddy

Page 42b: Photo 141: DKR with some baseball coaches

Page 43a: Photo 142: DKR about to throw a football

Page 44a: Photo 143: DKR handing off a football to another player

Page 44b: Photo 144: DKR about to throw a football for the 3rd Air Force Gremlins, 1945

Page 45a: Photo 145: a soldier in a football uniform

Page 46a: Photo 146: the Army Air Force football team (DKR at the bottom right, #24)

Page 47b: Photo 147: DKR (#22) shooting the ball for the Army Air Force basketball team

Page 48a: Photo 148: the Army Air Force basketball team (DKR in the middle of the back row #22)

Page 48b: Photo 149: possibly DKR (#21 with the football) during a game

Page 49a: Photo 150: DKR grabbing a rebound for the Army Air Force basketball team (#22 with his back to the camera)

Page 49b: Photo 151: DKR (#11 at the U of Oklahoma) in a posed photo with a football, 1946
Page 50a: Photo 152: DKR (#11 at the U of Oklahoma), in a posed photo kicking, 1946

Page 52a: Photo 153: DKR (#11 at the U of Oklahoma) in a posed photo tossing a football, 1946

Album 4: Black Binder: Friends and Pickers, no date, 1946-2011 (95 items)

Page 1a: Photo 1: DKR, Willie Nelson and Billy Deaton, no date; Letter 1: to DKR from Connie (likely Connie Nelson) re: Photo 1, no date; Photo 2: Doug and Pam Kershaw with their son Zachary, 1978

Page 1b: Clipping 1: NASA flew them to the moon, but for what purpose, by Jimmie Collins, Austin American-Statesman, no date

Page 2a: Photo 3: Elvis Presley, he was at Fort Hood, TX and Marian Royal spent time with him and her friend at Fort Hood in 1959 or 1960

Page 2b: Photo 4: Arleigh Duff (an Austin disc jockey) and DKR in DKR’s Gregory Gym office, Austin, TX, no date

Page 3a: Photo 5: Spud Goodall (signed to DKR by Goodall), Xmas, 1946

Page 3b: Photo 6: Eloise Schmitt, no date

Page 4a: Photo 7: Justin Tubb (Earnest Tubb’s son) and DKR (signed to DKR by Tubb), likely 1963

Page 4b: Photo 8: Charley Pride, DKR and two men, no date; Letter 2: to Edith and DKR from Don Williams and Jay (no last name), 9/21/1980

Page 5a: Photo 9: DKR and Bob Hope, 1982

Page 5b: Photo 10: Kwak Sung (the Austin, TX Symphony conductor) and DKR, no date
Pages 6a_p1-6a_p2: Letter 3: the lyrics of *So you think you’re a cowboy*, by Hank Cochran, no date

Page 6b: Letter 4: Jamie Fricke to Edith re: the *CMA Show*, no date

Page 7a: Letter 5: some lyrics by Mickey Newbury, no date

Page 7b: Letter 6: Kris Kristofferson to DKR re: the *Dripping Springs* (TX) (Music) *Festival*, no date


Page 9a: Clipping 2: the lyrics to *The Fighter*, by Kris Kristofferson, no date

Page 9b: Photo 14: The Whiteman (signed to DKR and Edith by The Whiteman), no date

Pages 10a_p1-10a_p2: Letter 8: B.J. Thomas to DKR re: playing golf together (2 pages), 6/13/1971; Photos 15-16: 15: Alison Gatlin; 16: Kristin Gatlin, age 3; both photos no date


Page 11a: Photo 20: Roy Head (signed to DKR by Head), no date

Page 11b: Photo 21: Fox McKeithen, Secretary of State for Louisiana (signed to DKR by McKeithen), no date

Page 12a: Photo 22: a woman, Jim Chestnut and DKR singing (signed to DKR by Chestnut), no date
Page 12b: Photo 23: Pee Wee King who wrote the *Tennessee Waltz* (signed to DKR and Edith by King), no date


Page 13b: Announcement 3: from Tanya Tucker for a surprise party for Glen Campbell, 4/22/1980; Photos 28-31: 28: Debra and David Wills, DKR, Tanya Tucker, Mickey Newbury, Penny Reeves and a man; 29: DKR and Doug English; 30: Johnny and Barbara Gimble; 31: Kristin Gatlin, all photos no date

Pages 14a_p1-14a_p3: Photo 32: Dolphia and Dan “Hoss” Blocker; letter behind the photo (2 pages); Telegram 1: to congratulate DKR’s UT Longhorn National Champions, all items 1970

Page 14b: Photo 33: Jerry Clower and a man; Letter 10: Gerry (no last name) to DKR and Edith re: the *Dean Martin Show*; Photo 34: Joe Allan, DKR, Sonny Throckmorton and a man, all items no date

Page 15a: Photos 35-38: 35: Charley Pride and Jerry Clower (signed to DKR and Edith by Clower), no date; 36: DKR and Ben Crenshaw; 37: Bob Hope, DKR and Crenshaw; photos 35-37: 11/1972; 38: DKR and a press man, at a *Headliners* event, no date

Page 15b: Photo 39: Loy Blanton (signed to DKR and Edith by Blanton), no date

Page 16a: Photo 40: Willie Nelson, Edith, DKR, Jamie Fricke and James Garner, at the *Darrell Royal-Willie Nelson Golf Tournament*, Houston, TX, no date
Page 16b: Photo 41: Kenny Davis, no date

Page 17a: Photos 42-43: 42: DKR and Jerry Clower (signed to DKR and Edith by Clower), 2/1976; 43: Johnny Gimble and three boys, no date

Page 17b: Photo 44: Frank Broyles, Sonny James and DKR (signed to DKR by James), no date; Telegram 2: Tom T. Hall and the Storytellers to DKR re: the UT Longhorns bowl game win, 1/1/1973

Page 18a: Photo 45: Sonny James, Frank Broyles, Jimmy Dean, Boots Randolph and DKR in Houston, TX, no date

Page 18b: Photo 46: Red Lane and a man about to skydive, 6/10/1975

Page 19a: Letter 10: Willie Nelson to DKR re: the lyrics to First and Goal, 1/2/1972; Photo 47: DKR, Willie Nelson and two women with a Texas state flag and a plaque, no date


Page 20b: Clipping 4: signed by Roger Miller to DKR with the lyrics to Old Friends, no date

Page 21a: Photo 48: Phylis and Sammy Jay (signed to DKR by them), 1973

Page 21b: Photo 49: Charlie Walker and DKR, no date

Page 22a: Photo 50: a man singing at Willie Nelson’s July 4 picnic, 1972

Page 22b: Photo 51: a woman at Willie Nelson’s July 4 picnic, 1972

Page 23a: Photo 52: Loretta Lynn, 1972
Page 23b: Photo 53: Tex Ritter at Willie Nelson’s July 4 picnic, 1972

Page 24a: Photo 54: a man and a woman at Willie Nelson’s July 4 picnic, 1972

Page 24b: Photo 55: some people at Willie Nelson’s July 4 picnic, 1972

Pages 25a_p1-25a_p2: Photo 56: Tom and Dixie (no last names), Edith and DKR and two others at an Xmas party, 12/1973; Letter 13: Tom T. and Dixie Hall to DKR and Edith re: the Xmas party, 2/15/1974

Page 25b: Photo 57: Kenneth Threadgill (he helped launch Janis Joplin’s career), no date

Page 26a: Photo 58: Eddie Seals and Joe Grant (signed to DKR by them); Letter 14: Eddie Seals and Joe Grant to DKR re: the Floyd Cramer Golf Classic, both items no date

Pages 26b-27a: Photos 59-60: B.J. Thomas, no date

Page 27b: Photo 61: Johnny Bush (signed to DKR and Edith by Bush), no date

Page 28a: Photo 62: DKR and Don Williams, no date

Page 28b: Photo 63: Floyd Tillman (signed to DKR by Tillman), no date

Page 29a: Photo 64: David Royal, DKR and Floyd Tillman all going to Hollis, OK for Darrell K. Royal Day, 5/1976


Page 30a: Photo 66: two men, Jerry Max Lane and Walt Garrison loading the bus to go to Hollis, OK for Darrell K. Royal Day, 5/1976
Page 30b: Photo 67: Jerry Hollemon, Edith, DKR and David Kazen all on the bus to Hollis, OK for *Darrell K. Royal Day*, 5/1976

Page 31a: Photo 68: DKR, Bill Worrell (a Houston, TX sportscaster), Edith, Scotty (no last name) and Doug Sanders at the *Charley Pride Golf Fiesta*, Albuquerque, NM, 1980

Page 31b: Photo 69: Whitey Shafer (signed to DKR by Shafer), 1979

Page 32a: Photo 70: Jerry Max Lane, 1979

Page 32b: Photo 71: Jim Ed Brown (signed to DKR by Brown), 2000

Page 33a: Photo 72: Jim Ed Brown, Helen Cornelius and DKR, 1980

Page 33b: Photo 73: Lee Trevino and DKR laughing, *The Colonial*, Fort Worth, TX, no date

Page 34a: Photo 74: Roy Clark and DKR, Colonial Country Club, Fort Worth, TX, no date

Page 34b: Photo 75: DKR and four men at the *Floyd Cramer Golf Classic*, no date

Page 35a: Photo 76: Mickey Raphael (signed to DKR and Edith by Raphael), 1979

Page 35b: Photo 77: DKR and Steve Fromholz; Clipping 5: *Lone Star Hosts Fromholz in Austin* (re: DKR and Steve Fromholz), both items 1978

Page 36a: Photo 78: actor James Garner playing the harmonica at the *Palmer Drug Abuse Fundraiser*, 1979


Page 37a: Photo 80: Charley Pride and DKR (signed to DKR by Pride), no date
Pag 38a: Photos 81-83: 81: DKR and George Jones, 1980; 82: Mel Tillis and DKR; 83: Steve “Bam-Bam” McMichael, Charley Pride, Edith, and Glen Blackwood; photos 82-83: no date

Pages 38b_p1-38b_p2: Announcement 4: Joshua Cash Gatlin born to Larry and Janis Gatlin, 5/30/1976

Page 39a: Photo 84: Alex Harvey, no date

Page 39b: Photo 85: Tom T. Hall (signed to Edith by Hall), Reno, NV, 1982

Page 40a: Photo 86: Steve and Cynthia Gatlin’s daughters Ashley and Allison, 1982

Page 40b: Photo 87: Joan Carol (Janis Gatlin’s cousin), 1983

Page 41a: Photo 88: Jerry Clower (signed to DKR and Edith by Clower), no date

Page 41b: Photo 89: a man and DKR about to play golf, no date

Page 42a: Photos 90-91: 90: DKR and Tom Dreesen, 1993; 91: Lady Bird Johnson hugging Edith (Cactus Pryor and Bill Bailey also there), no date


Page 43a: Photo 95: Elena Trombetta (age 8) on the shoulders of Josh Gatlin (age 14) in a pool, 7/6/1990

Page 43b: Photos 96-97: 96: DKR and Willie Nelson; 97: Willie Nelson, both photos no date

Page 44a: Photo 98: Hank Cochran, no date

Page 44b: Photo 99: Connie Nelson, 2011

Pages OK_Hall_of_Fame_a1-a8: Program 1: Oklahoma Hall of Fame Induction, Tulsa, OK, 1977

Page 0: Inside Cover: DKR (#11 at the U of Okla.) in photo kicking, 1946

Page 1a: Photo 1: Willie Nelson and DKR, no date

Page 1b: Photo 2: Richard “Night Train” Lane (signed to DKR and Edith by Lane), no date

Page 2a: Photo 3: DKR clowning around with reporters at a trial, Mike Jones is on the right (could be at one of Joe Jamail’s trials), 2/1976

Page 2b: Photo 4: DKR and Frank Broyles of Arkansas: DKR’s last football game as Texas Head Coach in Memorial Stadium, Austin, TX, 1976

Page 3a: Photo 5: DKR’s last football game as Texas Head Coach in Memorial Stadium: Arkansas vs. Texas, Austin, TX, 1976

Page 3b: Photo 6: DKR and Edith at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony, Dallas, TX, 12/1976

Page 4a: Photo 7: DKR and Edith, 1976


Page 5b: Photo 14: Edith, and Alfred Jackson, 1977
Page 6a: Photo 15: Earl Campbell and his mother receiving Earl’s Heisman Trophy, NYC, 12/1977

Page 6b: Photo 16: DKR at the *Oklahoma Athletic Hall of Fame Induction*, 1977

Page 7a: Photo 17: Bob Hope, Howard Richards (a University of Texas Regent) and DKR, no date

Page 7b: Photo 18: DKR with Eloise and Foots Clements, 1/1/1979

Page 8a: Photo 19: DKR, likely *Miss Texas* and Cleburn Price, the UT Track Coach, at the 1980 *Texas Relays*, Austin, TX

Pages 8b-9a: Photos 20-21: DKR at the 1980 *Texas Relays*, Austin, TX

Page 9b: Photo 22: a woman and DKR at the 1980 *Texas Relays*, Austin, TX

Page 10a: Photo 23: Cleburn Price, Clyde Littlefield and DKR at the 1980 *Texas Relays*, Austin, TX

Page 10b: Photo 24: Edith and DKR, no date

Pages 11a-11c: Program 1: *Nashville (TN) Songwriters Hall of Fame Dinner*, 10/11/1980 (DKR received the *Friendship Award* at the event)

Page 12a: Certificate 1: to DKR for 25 Years of Service to UT Austin, 5/1982

Page 12b: Certificate 2: DKR and Edith Royal inducted as members into the UT System Chancellor’s Council, 4/1984

Page 13a: Photo 25: David Wade Royal (born 6/16/1952) was named for Wade Hampton Walker (photograph of David Royal), no date

Page 13b: Photos 26-27: 26: DKR and two men; 27: DKR and Edith; both photos no date
Page 14a: Photos 28-29: Photo 28: Bob Hope and DKR; 29: Edith with Bob Hope; both photos no date

Page 14b: Photos 30-31: 30: Ed Milkovich, DKR, Jim Breen, Chester Freidland, and Frank Mack (Sammy Mack Royal is named for him); 31: DKR, Ed Milkovich, Chester Freidland and friends; both photos no date

Page 15a: Photo 32: DKR, 1982

Page 15b: Photo 33: DKR at the Royal’s house at 10507 La Costa, Austin, TX, 1982


Page 16b: Photos 38-41: 38-40: Darrell Royal Avenue in Galveston, TX; 41: DKR at the Dedication of Darrell Royal Avenue; all photos no date


Page 17b: Photos 44-45: 44: DKR, Marty Akins, Vice President Dan Quale and Texas Lieutenant Governor Rick Perry; 45: DKR and Cruz Pardo; both photos no date


Page 18b: Photo 50: Steve Spurrier, DKR and Lou Holtz at a golf tournament at Lake Tahoe, NV, 1991

Page 19b: Photo 53: UT Head Basketball Coach Tom Penders and DKR, at the Celebrity Golf tournament at Lake Tahoe, NV, 1991

Page 20a: Photos 54-55: 54: Edith, DKR, Judy and Carlos Zafferine; 55: DKR, Donald Evans (Chairman of the UT Board of Regents) and a man, both 1997

Page 20b: Photos 56-57: 56: John David Crow, DKR and Doak Walker; 57: Emory Bellard, R.C. Slocum, DKR and John David Crow; both photos 1997

Page 21a: Photo 58: DKR at the Blue-Gray Hall of Fame, 1991

Page 21b: Photo 59: DKR and Earl Campbell, 1982

Page 22a: Photo 60: Earl Campbell and DKR, no date

Page 22b: Photo 61: Earl Campbell golfing (signed to DKR by Campbell), no date

Page 23a: Photos 62-64: 62: Spike Dykes, Emory Bellard, DKR and Grant Teaff at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame, no date; 63: DKR, Henry Kissinger and Kay Bailey Hutchison, 1994; 64: DKR in Houston, TX, no date

Page 23b: Photos 65-66: 65: Bob Hope and DKR; 66: DKR and Ralph O’Connor; both photos no date

Page 24a: Photo 67: DKR and Mickey Mantle, no date

Page 24b: Photo 68: Dan Marino and Willie Nelson at the Celebrity Golf Tournament at Barton Creek Golf Club, Austin, TX, 1994

Page 25a: Photo 69: DKR and Tom Hicks at the Tom Hicks Roast, Port Arthur, TX, 6/2000
Page 25b: Photo 70: DKR preparing to get plaster bust of head made, 1993

Page 26a: Photo 71: a plaster bust of DKR’s head, 1993

Page 26b: Certificate 3: to DKR for 35 Years of Service to UT Austin, 5/1996

Page 27a: Photo 72: B.J. Thomas (signed by Thomas) and DKR, 2/1997

Page 27b: Photo 73: DKR and David McWilliams (signed by McWilliams), no date

Page 28a: Photo 74: Ricky Williams and DKR with Williams’ Heisman Trophy (signed to DKR by Williams), 1998

Page 29a: Photo 75: DKR and Edith, 11/10/1999

Page 30a: Photo 76: DKR and Mack Brown after Texas vs. Oklahoma, 1999

Page 30b: Invitation 1: DKR invited to George W. Bush’s Inauguration, 2001

Pages 31a1-31a2: Invite Cards 1-6: Lincoln Memorial Opening, 1/18/2001

Page 32a: Program 2: President George W. Bush’s Inauguration Program of Events, Washington DC, 1/18-1/20/2001

Page 32b: Invitation 2: Commemorative Invitation to President George W. Bush’s Inauguration, Washington DC, 1/20/2001

Album 6: Navy Blue Binder: Football: Hollis to Texas, no date, no year, 1948-1969 (70 items)

Page 1a: Photo 1: DKR and Claud Arnold of Oklahoma St., 1948 or 1949

Pages 1b-1c: refer to Photo 2: DKR and his fellow 1949 Oklahoma football team members with these last names: Covin, Manley, Heath and Cole

Page 2a: Photo 3: DKR in his Gregory Gym office at UT Austin, 1957
Page 2b: Photo 4: UT Austin President Logan Wilson presenting a good luck plaque to Darrell Royal, Austin, TX, 1957

Page 3a: Photo 5: DKR receiving his ROTC Honors, 1958

Page 3b: Photo 6: DKR, Edith, Lady Bird, LBJ and three others, no date

Page 4a: Photo 7: James Saxton, DKR and Blackie Sherrod, no date

Page 4b: Photo 8: DKR and Edith as the Honorary Grand Marshals at the San Antonio Fiesta, San Antonio, TX, no date


Page 6a: Photo 11: Angus Wynne, DKR, Edith, and Angus Wynne Jr., no date

Page 6b: Photo 12: DKR and Jim Pittman on the UT sideline, no date

Page 7a: Photo 13: Edith, DKR, Merlyn and Mickey Mantle and Bedford and Nita Wynne, 1/1/1962

Page 7b: Photo 14: John Thompson, “Cadillac” Jack Vaughn, DKR and Bedford Wynne, 1/1/1962

Page 8a: Photo 15: DKR signing a football for a fan, no date

Page 8b: Photo 16: DKR, three men and likely James Street, no date

Page 9a: Photo 17: DKR and Mrs. Scott Sayers (Nancy), her husband was the Chairman of the Texas Employment Commission, no date

Page 9b: Photo 18: Clyde Littlefield, a woman and DKR doing the Hook ‘Em Horns salute, no date
Page 10a: Photo 19: DKR with his head in his hand after he thinks Earl Campbell has committed to Texas A&M, then smiling after learning it was an April Fool’s joke, 4/1/no year

Page 10b: Clipping 1: Natural White Paper Pak from the Memory Depot, Austin, TX, no date

Page 11a: Photo 20: DKR at practice with two UT football players, no date

Page 11b: Photo 21: DKR, David McWilliams, General Douglas MacArthur and a man at the MacArthur Award dinner, NYC, 12/11/1963

Page 12a: Photo 22: happy DKR receives the American Football Coaches Association (AFCA) Coach of the Year Award, NYC, 1/1964

Page 12b: Photo 23: the biggest press conference DKR had ever seen, NYC, 1/1964

Page 13a: Photo 24: Mike Campbell, Bob Schultze, Len Casanova (Oregon Head Football Coach), General Douglas MacArthur, DKR, Bill Ellington and Jim Pittman, NYC, 1/1964

Page 13b: Photo 25: two men flanking General Douglas MacArthur and DKR, at the Coach of the Year Banquet, NYC, 1/1964

Page 14a: Photo 26: General Douglas MacArthur, a man and DKR at the Coach of the Year Banquet, NYC, 1/1964

Page 14b: Photo 27: General Douglas MacArthur, DKR and four others at the Coach of the Year Banquet, NYC, 1/1964

Page 15a: Photo 28: Blackie Sherrod, DKR and Tim Cohane (Editor of Look magazine) at the presentation of the Look Award to DKR, 1964

Page 15b: Photos 29-30: 29: UT Austin President Harry Ransom and Tim Cohane (Editor of Look magazine) with the Look Award; 30: left to right: UT
Co-Captain Scott Appleton, Tommy Ford, DKR, David McWilliams, Blackie Sherrod (a sportswriter for the *Dallas Morning News*) and UT President Harry Ransom; both photos at the *UT Athletic Banquet*, 1964

Page 16a: Photo 31: DKR, Tommy Ford, the UPI Trophy for the No. 1 Team, David McWilliams and Scott Appleton, 1963

Page 16b: Photo 32: Neils Thompson, DKR, Bryce Jordan, D.H. Byrd, Stuart Wright, Texas Governor D. Allan Shivers and Tom Law, no date

Page 17a: Photo 33: DKR and Texas Governor D. Allan Shivers with a football signed by the UT National Championship team, 1963

Page 18a: Photo 34: a man, Texas Governor D. Allan Shivers, a boy and DKR, 1963

Page 18b: Photo 35: DKR and Mike Campbell Sr. in DKR’s UT office, Austin, TX, ca. 1964

Page 19a: Photo 36: possibly Jerry (hard to read) Clark, DKR and Frank Lleard at the Statler Hilton, Dallas, TX, for Texas Independence Day, 3/2/1964

Page 19b: Photo 37: Joe Kilgore, a man, Jack Perry, DKR, Frank Denius and Bedford Wynne, Washington DC, 3/2/1964

Page 20a: Photo 38: DKR, a man and President LBJ, Washington DC, 3/2/1964

Page 20b: Photo 39: Back row: Ara Parsegian (Notre Dame Head Football Coach), Andy Gustafson, Pete Elliott, a man and Chuck Taylor (Stanford Head Football Coach); Front row: DKR, John Vaught (Ole Miss Head Football Coach), Tom Nugent (Maryland Head Football Coach) and Ben Schwartzwalder (Syracuse Head Football Coach), no date
Page 21a: Photo 40: DKR and Louis Pearce with a ceremonial plate, no date

Page 21b: Photo 41: DKR and Nicky Hilton, no date

Page 22a: Photo 42: Jack Perry, DKR, Nicky Hilton, Dick Peebles (a sportswriter) and a woman (she could be Peebles’ wife), 1965

Page 22b: Photo 43: DKR, the President of USC and John Wayne at a party before the Texas vs. USC game, Austin, TX, 1966

Page 23a: Photo 44: Frank Broyles, Tonto Coleman, Bud Wilkinson, Bill Murray, Paul “Bear” Bryant, Jake Geither, President LBJ, Duffy Daugherty, DKR and five others at the White House, 1966

Page 24a: Photo 45: DKR, Joe Namath and D. Allan Shivers, 1969

Page 24b: Photo 46: Paul “Bear” Bryant (Alabama Head Football Coach), the President of Stillman College and DKR, no date

Page 25a: Photo 47: Edith and DKR relaxing before the USC game, 1966

Page 25b: Photo 48: a man and DKR at the UT television studio, no date

Page 26a: Photo 49: 1200 Belmont Parkway, Austin, TX before the USC game: Sammy Mack, David Wade, DKR and Edith relaxing, 1966

Page 26b: Photo 50: a man and a woman, John Wayne, Marian Royal Kazen and Chic Kazen at a party before the USC game, Austin, TX, 1966

Page 27a: Photo 51: DKR, the Governor of Oklahoma David Hall, and a man in Chickasha, OK, no date

Page 27b: Photo 52: two men, Tommy Nobis, DKR, Perry Samuels and Tom Stolhandshe at the Pearl Brewery in San Antonio, TX, no date
Page 28a: Photo 53: some people listening to DKR give the
Commencement Address at the Huntsville, TX Prison High School, 1966

Page 28b: Photo 54: DKR, Edith, Carol and Roy McGinnis at the Pearl
Brewery in San Antonio, TX, 1966

Page 29a: Photo 55: Dr. Beto (the Warden of the Huntsville, TX, Prison),
DKR holding a drawing of himself created by a prisoner, and Pete
Coffield at the Huntsville, TX, Prison High School Graduation, 1966

Page 29b: Photo 56: Andy White, DKR and Bill Bradley in a hotel room,
1966 or 1967

Page 30a: Photo 57: Alfred Negley, Edith and DKR at the White House
wedding of Lynda Bird Johnson and Chuck S. Robb, Washington DC,
12/9/1967 (signed to DKR and Edith by Lynda Johnson)

Page 30b: Photo 58: Lan and Kathryn Hewlett with Edith at the UT Faculty
Tea, Austin, TX, 1967

Page 31a: Photo 59: Frank Broyles, Jimmy Dean and DKR, no date

Page 31b: Photo 60: Pete Runnels, Betty (no last name), DKR, Hondo (no
last name), Schatzie (no last name), Horton Naestra and a woman at Camp
Champions, Marble Falls, TX, no date

Page 32a: Photo 61: astronaut Bill Anders and his wife Valerie, a man,
DKR, a woman, and astronaut Neil Armstrong at Camp Champions,
Marble Falls, TX, 1968

Page 32b: Photo 62: Connie Moreno, Edith, Rooster Andrews and nine
others in District Attorney Bob Smith’s first Grand Jury, Austin, TX,
10/7/1968

Page 33b: Photo 64: Rooster Andrews, Ben Barnes, Jack Cox, (no first name) Senter and DKR, no date

Page 34a: Photo 65: DKR, the Governor of Texas Preston Smith and Danny Petty (signed to DKR by Smith), 8/1969

Page 34b: Photo 66: DKR and the Governor of Texas Preston Smith (signed to DKR by Smith), no date


Page 35b: Photos 68-69: 68: DKR and Marty Akins doing the Hook ‘Em Horns salute; 69: DKR and Bob Park; both photos no date

Page 36a: Photo 70: DKR and President LBJ at the White House, 3/1/1964

Page 36b: Photo 71: Edith, DKR, Alfred Hitchcock, Veronique and Gregory Peck on the set of Mirage at Universal Studios, CA, 2/1964


Page 1a: Photo 1: Mickey Raphael and his brother, 1955

Page 1b: Photo 2: a man, Johnny Bush and Willie Nelson, no date

Page 2a: Photo 3: Alex Harvey (signed to DKR and Edith by Harvey), no date

Page 2b: Photo 4: Bull rider Freckles Brown (signed to DKR by Brown), ca. 1968

Page 3a: Photo 5: Johnny Gimble, Red Steagall, a woman, DKR and Moe Bandy, no date
Page 3b: Photo 6: Frank Broyles, Jimmy Dean and DKR, no date

Page 4a: Photo 7: Bob Gray, Tex Ritter, DKR, Edith, Jimmie Riddle and five others at Willie Nelson’s first picnic at Bert Hurlbut’s ranch, TX, 3/1972

Page 4b: Photo 8: Jimmy Riddle, Tex Ritter and DKR at Willie Nelson’s picnic, likely 3/1972


Page 5b: Photo 10: J. Tommy Cutrer, former US Senator Ralph Yarbrough, Bert Hurlbut and Tex Ritter, at Willie Nelson’s first picnic which was at Bert Hurlbut’s ranch near Dripping Springs, TX, 3/1972

Page 6a: Photo 11: Tex Ritter (a University of Texas Ex), 3/1972

Page 6b: Photo 12: Charley Walker and DKR, 3/1972


Page 7b: Photo 14: the stage at Willie Nelson’s first picnic, 3/1972

Page 8a: Photo 15: People stayed the night on the hills at Willie Nelson’s first picnic and traffic was backed up for hours, 3/1972

Page 8b: Photo 16: beer can pyramid at Willie Nelson’s first picnic, 3/1972

Page 9a: Photo 17: Louis Murillo, Edith, and Alex Harvey, no date

Page 9b: Photos 18-19: 18: maybe Don Williams and Willie Nelson; 19: Frank Broyles, Louis Murillo and DKR; both photos no date

Page 10a: Photo 20: Edith and photographer Rick Henson, no date


Page 11a: Photo 22: B.B. King (signed to DKR by King), 7/4/1976

Page 12a: Photo 24: DKR watching while Floyd Tillman entertains the Texas Senate, Austin, TX, 3/1977


Page 13a: Photos 26-27: Glen Martin and David Kazen singing, 1976

Page 13b: Photo 28: Texas State Senator Peyton McKnight, DKR, a boy and Earl Campbell, no date

Page 14a: Photo 29: Edith and a man at the KKYX River Festival, San Antonio, TX, 2/1977

Page 14b: Photo 30: Rozene, Dion, Craig, Angie and Charley Pride and John Wayne, Las Vegas, NV, no date

Page 15a: Photo 31: Larry Gatlin and Johnny Gimble on Austin City Limits, Austin, TX, Fall 1976

Page 15b: Photo 32: George “Goober” Lindsey, DKR and Charley Pride at Lindsey’s golf tournament, Montgomery, AL, 5/1977

Page 16a: Photo 33: Larry Gatlin and DKR, no date

Page 16b: Photo 34: Frances and Floyd Tillman, no date

Page 17a: Photo 35: Christian Kazen, Floyd Tillman and David Royal, no date

Page 17b: Photo 36: Alex Harvey and Larry Gatlin on Austin City Limits, Austin, TX, ca. 1977

Page 18a: Photo 37: a man, DKR and Joe Jamail, no date
Page 18b: Photo 38: James Garner, Joyce Allen, Edith, Alex Harvey, a woman, and two others at the Palomino Club, Los Angeles, CA, no date

Page 19a: Photo 39: a woman, a man, Alex Harvey, DKR and James Garner at the Palomino Club, Los Angeles, CA, no date


Page 20a: Photo 41: Louis Murillo and Hank Cochran, 1979

Page 20b: Photo 42: Darrell McCall, Hector Guerra, J.G. Walker, Louis Murillo, DKR, Edith, and Juan Conde, no date

Page 21a: Photo 43: Joyce and Earnest Owen, DKR and Edith, 7/7/1979 at 12:04 AM

Page 21b: Photo 44: Dave Elmenalof (hard to read), Charles Monahan, Willie Nelson, Woody Widenhofer (Vanderbilt Head Football Coach), DKR and two others, at Caesar’s Palace, Las Vegas, NV, 7/8/1979 at 12:08 AM


Page 23b: Photo 48: DKR, Louis Murillo and a man, no date

Page 24a: Photo 49: Mel Tillis (signed to DKR and Edith by Tillis), no date

Page 24b: Photo 50: two men and DKR, no date
Page 25a: Photo 51: James Garner, DKR, Texas State Senator Peyton McKnight and Sonny Throckmorton, 1979

Page 25b: Photo 52: Pete Dominguez, Frank Broyles, James Ramsey and five others (signed to DKR and Edith by Dominguez), ca. 1980

Page 26a: Photo 53: Mickey Newbury, 1979

Page 26b: Photo 54: Sonny Throckmorton, 1979

Page 27a: Photo 55: Cliff Cochran, 1979

Page 27b: Photo 56: Rack Killaugh, 1979

Page 28a: Photo 57: Bruce Chenel, 1979

Page 28b: Photo 58: Texas State Senator Peyton McKnight, DKR, Big Shorty (a boy) and Earl Campbell, no date

Page 29a: Photo 59: James Garner and Glen Martin, no date

Page 29b: Photo 60: Earl Campbell and Juan Conde (signed to DKR by Conde), 11/1979

Page 30a: Photo 61: Jody Payne, Earl Campbell and Willie Nelson, no date

Page 30b: Photo 62: Willie Nelson, a woman, DKR and Frances Preston of the BMI Record Group, no date

Page 31a: Photo 63: DKR and Red Steagall, 1980

Page 31b: Photo 64: DKR, Edith, Earnest Owen, Red Lane, Walt Garrison, Jerry Max Lane, Glen Martin, Whitey Shafer, Big Bob Barnett and Doug (no last name) visiting Walt Garrison in Lewsville, TX, 1980

Page 32a: Photo 65: DKR, Hank Cochran and Slim Pickens at the filming of Honeysuckle Rose in Austin, TX, 1980
Page 32b: Photo 66: Loy Blanton, DKR (signed to DKR by Blanton), 1980

Page 33a: Photo 67: Hank Thompson and DKR, no date

Page 33b: Photo 68: DKR and Jim Thomas (signed to DKR by Thomas), no date

Page 34a: Photo 69: DKR and George Jones, 1980

Page 34b: Photo 70: a man, Gary Busey (signed to Edith by Busey), 1982

Page 35a: Photo 71: DKR and Ralph Willard, no date

Page 35b: Photo 72: a man, Alex Harvey and DKR, no date

Page 36a: Photo 73: Larry Gatlin and Edith, 1982

Page 36b: Photo 74: Moe Bandy, DKR, Texas Governor Mark White and likely White’s wife, no date

Page 38a: Photo 75: DKR and Earnest Tubb, 1980

Page 38b: Photo 76: Loy Blanton, George “Possum” Jones and DKR, 1980

Page 39a: Photo 77: Floyd Tillman, DKR and Freddie Powers, 1982

Page 39b: Photo 78: Edith, and Spud Goodall (signed to Edith by Goodall), no date

Page 40a: Photo 79: Edith, Don Williams and DKR in Floydada, TX for Don Williams Day (signed to DKR and Edith by Williams), 9/30/1981

Page 40b: Photo 80: Edith, DKR and Don Williams in Floydada, TX for Don Williams Day, 9/30/1981

Page 41a: Photo 81: a girl, a baby girl and a girl, 1983

Page 41b: Photo 82: three girls, 1984
Pages 42a-43a: Photos 83-85: three girls, no date

Page 44a: Photo 86: DKR, Bill Munn, the Gatlin Brothers and Ben Crenshaw, at Larry Gatlin’s Birthday Party, 5/1982

Page 44b: Photo 87: Jim Chestnut (signed to DKR and Edith by Chestnut), no date

Page 45a: Photo 88: Bill Cunningham, Willie Nelson and DKR celebrating the Willie Nelson Endowed Scholarship at UT Austin, no date

Page 45b: Photo 89: Robert Redford, DKR and Billy Bob Barnett, 1983

Page 46a: Photo 90: DKR and Moe Bandy, 1983

Page 46b: Photo 91: DKR and Edith at the Darrell Royal-Willie Nelson Golf Tournament, The Woodlands, TX, no date


Page 48a: Photo 94: Yogi Berra and DKR at Mickey Mantle’s golf tournament (signed to DKR by Berra), 1992

Page 48b: Certificate 1: to DKR from the Texas Exes, confirming that Edith is a Life Member, 4/27/1992

Page 49a: Photo 95: Willie Nelson, George Strait, Louis Murillo, no date

Page 49b: Photo 96: Stan Musial, a man and Roy Clark at Mickey Mantle’s golf tournament, 1993

Page 50a: Photo 97: Willie Nelson, DKR and Graig Nettles, 1994
Page 50b: Photo 98: DKR, Willie Nelson and Con Hunley (hard to read), 1994

Page 51a: Photo 99: Mack Rankin, Bill Cunningham, DKR, Jim Bob Moffett, Willie Nelson and Dan Marino at the Celebrity Golf Tournament at Barton Creek Country Club, Austin, TX, 1994


Page 52a: Photo 101: Jim Bob Moffett, maybe Brad Faxon and Bubba Moffett, 1994

Page 52b: Photo 102: DKR signing for some fans at the Celebrity Golf Tournament, Barton Creek Country Club, Austin, TX, 1994

Page 53a: Photo 103: Jennifer Connelly (she was filming The Heart of Justice with Don Johnson and Dennis Hopper in Austin, TX) and DKR (signed to DKR by Connelly), ca. 1992

Page 53b: Photo 104: Randy Willis, Rudy Cisneros, Sammy and Babs Allred, DKR and Johnny Rodriguez (signed to DKR by Rodriguez), 1995

Page 54a: Photo 105: Bobby Wright, DKR, Kitty Wells and John Wright (signed to DKR by both of the Wrights and Wells), 1998

Page 54b: Photo 106: Sammy Allred, Clay Walker, DKR and two men, 1999

Page 55a: Photo 107: Clay Walker, 1999


Page 56a: Photo 109: Ben Crenshaw, Willie Nelson and DKR, no date

Page 57a: Photo 110: Edith, DKR and Rodney Crowell (hard to read), 2009
Album 8: Black Binder: DKR 20 Years UT, no date, 1956-1982 (60 items)

Page 1a: Photos 1-8: 1: the Dallas, TX skyline; 2: DKR; 3: DKR and Edith; 4: DKR and a man; 5: DKR, a man, Texas Governor Dolph Briscoe, former Texas Governor Preston Smith and Jake Pickle; 6: a man, Preston Smith, DKR and two men; 7: a man, Preston Smith, DKR, a woman and three men; 8: a man, Preston Smith, DKR, a woman and four men; all photos at the DKR 20 Years at UT Dinner, Dallas, TX, 1977


Page 5a: Photos 54-60: 54: two men and a plaque; 55: Barbara Parker and Charley Pride; 56: Joe Ferguson; 57-58: a man and a woman; 59: Barbara Parker and a man; 60: a man and a woman; all photos 1978


Page 6b: Photo 76: Marian Royal watching DKR play chess, no date

Page 7a: Photo 77: Marian Royal, no date

Page 7b: Photos 78-83: 78: Edith and a man, Treasure Cay, Bahamas, 1/1977; 79: Ric Lacivita and Jim Lampley (both ABC reporters), no date; 80: Edith and three women at Lake Leguesguteng (hard to read), 1979; 81: David Kazen and Kenny Attal; 82: Jorge and Rene Zamora; photos 81-82: no date; 83: Petra Vicuna and Earl Campbell, 1979

Page 8a: Photos 84-90: 84: Marguerite Dabbs at the Sun Bowl, El Paso, TX, 1979; 85: Michael Waltrip and DKR (signed to DKR by Waltrip), 1975; 86: DKR and Darrell Royal Pantalone, 9/18/1976; 87: Betty and Haila (no last
names) at the *Sun Bowl*, El Paso, TX, 1979; 88: Jim Helms’ boys, 1978; 89: a man and a woman; 90: Cindy McWilliams in Juarez, Mexico, 1979


Page 10a: Photos 110-115: 110: DKR and Floyd Tillman; 111: a lake; 112: three people at a table; 113-114: a little girl; 115: two ducks; all photos no date


Page 11b: Photo 127: (2 copies) Eloise Schmitt, black and white, no date
Page 12a: Photo 128: Eloise Schmitt, color, no date

Page 12b: Photos 129-135: 129: Anson Williams, no date; 130: Patsy Bruce and Anson Williams, 1982; 131: a man playing guitar and two women; 132: a basket; 133: a sink; 134: two women; 135: two men playing pool (DKR is in the background); photos 131-135: no date

Page 13a: Photos 136-143: 136: two women, three men and James Garner; 137: Ed and Patsy Bruce and Anson Williams; 138: James Garner, a woman and a man; 139: two men and a woman; 140: a man playing guitar; 141: James Garner and eight others; 142: DKR and Edith; 143: two men, DKR and Edith; all photos at Patsy and Ed Bruce’s House Party, 1982

Page 13b: Photos 144-151: 144: a woman, a man and James Garner; 145: James Garner; 146: a man playing piano; 147: two men, two women and James Garner; 148: a man and James Garner; 149: a man playing guitar (a boy and DKR are in the background); 150: three men, James Garner and a woman; 151: a woman, Patsy Bruce and Anson Williams; all photos at Patsy and Ed Bruce’s House Party, 1982


Page 15b: Photos 177-185: 177: two men hugging; 178: Ben Crenshaw, four men and two women; 179: a man and a woman; 180: a man hugging Ben Crenshaw; 181: Ben Crenshaw, three men and DKR; 182: three people at a table; 183: a man and Ben Crenshaw; 184: three men and Ben Crenshaw; 185: DKR, a man and Ben Crenshaw; all photos no date

Page 16a: Photos 186-194: 186: a belly dancer, a man and Ben Crenshaw; 187: DKR, Ben Crenshaw and two men; 188: a woman and a man; 189: maybe DKR far left, three men and Ben Crenshaw; 190: DKR, two men and a boy; 191: two women; 192: a television crew watching DKR, Ben Crenshaw and three men play golf; 193: a man being interviewed; 194: DKR, two men and Ben Crenshaw; all photos no date


Page 17a: Photos 203-210: 203: Louise and Crystal Moffett and six others; 204: Louise and Crystal Moffett, Edith and five others; 205: Louise Moffett at St. Patrick’s Cathedral; 206: a prisoner device; 207: a statue; 208: the view from the bedroom in the Churchill Hotel; 209: Louise Moffett and a woman; 210: a woman talking to two policemen; all photos in London, UK, 8/1982

Page 17b: Photos 211-218: 211: the Tower of London’s fireplace; 212: a woman, Jean Hines and a man; 213: Louise Moffett and a woman; 214: the
Queen Mother’s Changing of the Guard; 215: Edith and a woman; 216: Cindy Wang; 217-218: Edith; all photos in London, UK, 8/1982


Page 20a: Photos 249-256: 249: DKR and three men; 250: DKR and two men; 251: a hotel; 252: DKR and three men; 253: a field; 254: a man and a boy; 255: a field; 256: Edith and some others in an airport; all photos in Scotland, 8/1982

Page 20b: Photos 257-264: 257-259: some pheasant hunters; 260: some deer hunters; 261: some hunters; 262: a hotel; 263: DKR and some pheasant hunters; 264: a field; all photos in Scotland, 8/1982


Page 22a: Photos 281-288: 281: a man and two girls; 282: some deer hunters; 283: DKR and four men by a lake; 284: some deer hunters; 285: a deer hunter; 286: some deer hunters; 287: a deer hunter; 288: some pheasant hunters; all photos in Scotland, 8/1982


Page 23b: Photos 305-312: 305-306: DKR, a woman, Freddie Powers, Floyd Tillman and maybe Don Williams; 307: Edith and others watching Floyd Tillman, a man, maybe Don Williams and a man play; 308: Edith and others watching Floyd Tillman, Benny McArthur, maybe Don Williams, and a man play; 309: DKR, a woman, Freddie Powers, Floyd Tillman and maybe Don Williams; 310: Edith and others watching Floyd Tillman, a man, maybe Don Williams and a man play; 311: Edith and some others
watching Freddie Powers, a man, Floyd Tillman and maybe Don Williams play; 312: Edith, DKR and Dotty West; all photos at Legends, 1982

Page 24a: Photos 313-320: 313: DKR shaking hands with a man; 314: DKR and four men; 315-317: DKR and two men; 318: DKR and a man; photos 313-318: at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, 1981; 319: a man, a woman and DKR; 320: DKR, a woman, Floyd Tillman and a man; photos 319-320: at the PDAP Dance Party, 1982

Page 24b: Photos 321-327: 321: Dotty West at Legends, 1982; 322: Roy Leamon, Edith and a man; 323: Roy Leamon and a man; photos 322-323: at The Silver Dollar, Austin, TX, no date; 324: Ed Broce and DKR, no date; 325: a boy, a woman and DKR at the PDAP Dance Party, 1982; 326: Ed Broce, DKR and a man; 327: Don Williams, DKR, Anne Murray and Christopher Cross; photos 326-327: no date

Page 25a: Photos 328-335: 328: Terry Bradshaw, Brent Musberger and Roger Staubach at Texas Stadium, Dallas, TX, 1/1982; 329: Moe Bandy, a man and DKR, no date; 330: A.M. Thomason (Edith’s father), Spring 1982; 331: a woman, no date; 332: Sonny (no last name), maybe Edith’s mother and Mona (no last name); 333: DKR, Kenny Davis, Moe Bandy and two men, 1/1982; 334: DKR, Edith, maybe Edith’s mother, Edith’s father and Mona (no last name), at the lake house, 1982; 335: Rozene “Razzy” Bailey and a man, 1/1982

Page 25b: Photos 336-343: 336: Mack Rankin, no date; 337: Earl Campbell, a man, maybe Tim Wilson and three boys; 338: Earl Campbell signing for some fans (DKR and a man are in the background); 339: Earl Campbell and three boys; 340: Earl Campbell and two boys; 341: Mohamed Whit-ee (likely The Whiteman) and Edith; 342: Earl Campbell and three boys; 343: Edith, and Mohamed Whit-ee (likely The Whiteman); all photos at the Darrell Royal-Willie Nelson Golf Tournament, 1981
Page 26a: Photos 344-350: 344: a man and Mohamed Whit-ee (likely The Whiteman); 345: Edith, and Mohamed Whit-ee (likely The Whiteman); 346: two men and a woman; 347: a man and Mohamed Whit-ee (likely The Whiteman); 348: two men and a woman; 349: Edith, and Mohamed Whit-ee (likely The Whiteman); 350: DKR and a man; all photos at the Darrell Royal-Willie Nelson Golf Tournament, 1981


Page 27b: Photo 357: DKR and Freddie Steinmark, no date

Page 28b: Photo 358: DKR, President Richard M. Nixon and James Street with an ABC reporter after Texas vs. Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, 12/6/1969

Page 29a: Photo 359: likely David Wade Royal with Edith, Marian Royal and DKR at their house, Austin, TX, no date

Pages 29b1-29b4: Diploma 1: UT Austin has conferred upon Marian Royal Kazen the degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts, 1/28/1967; Microfilm 1: Marian Royal’s first year transcript at UT Austin, 7/1964; Microfilm 2: Marian Royal’s transcript at UT Austin, 1/1965

Page 30a: Photo 360: maybe Sammy Mack Royal and Marian Royal with Edith’s father, A.M. Thomason, no date

Page 30b: Photo 361: Curly (no last name) (signed to DKR by Curly), 7/26/1974

Album 9: Black Binder: Lyndon B. Johnson Family Correspondence, no date, 1960-2008 (85 items)
Page 0a: Claudia Robinson Covert born to Nicole and Brent Covert, 8/20/1998

Page 0b: Lady Bird Johnson as a girl, no date

Page 0c: US Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison to Edith and DKR re: loved being with you, no date

Pages 0d1-0d2: to DKR and Edith from Lyndon and Nicole Nugent, Rebekah Nugent, Claudia Nugent and Stuart Turpin, ca. 12/1989

Pages 0e1-0e2: to DKR and Edith from Lyndon and Nicole Nugent, Nicole and Brent Covert, Rebekah and Claudia Nugent, Stuart Turpin, Luci Johnson and Ian Turpin, ca. 12/1992

Page 0f: attention Jean Becher (hard to read), ca. 3/30/1995

Page 0g: to DKR and Edith from the Covert Family, Xmas 2000

Pages 0h1-0h2: to DKR and Edith from Lyndon and Nicole Nugent, Nicole and Brent Covert, Rebekah Nugent and Jeremy (no last name), Claudia Nugent and Stephen (no last name) and Stuart Turpin, ca. 11/2007

Encl.: card: to be returned no later than 11/20/2007

Loose Envelope 1: George H.W. Bush to DKR re: The Ben Willie Darrell Tournament, postmarked 3/30/1995


Loose Envelope 2: Lady Bird Johnson to DKR and Edith, postmarked 12/13/2000

Pages 0j1-0j2: card: Lady Bird Johnson’s Xmas card, ca. 12/13/2000

Pages 0k1-0k2: card: President George W. Bush and Laura Bush’s Xmas card, ca. 11/29/2002

Loose Envelope 4: Lady Bird Johnson to DKR and Edith, postmarked 12/19/2002

Pages 0l1-0l2: card: Lady Bird Johnson’s Xmas card, ca. 12/19/2002

Page 0m: Texas Governor George W. Bush to DKR and Edith re: their generous contribution to Bush’s reelection effort, 11/2/1998

Page 0n: US Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison to DKR and Edith re: the numbered and signed Longhorn Storm print autographed by them and Texas Head Football Coach Mack Brown, 1/5/1999

Page 0o: Charles S. Robb to DKR re: the game Robb, Lynda Bird and Catherine (no last name) attended, 11/17/1999

Page 0p: President George W. Bush to DKR re: the copy of the book One Heartbeat that DKR sent him, 4/12/2002

Page 0q: US Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison to Edith re: Edith’s mother passing away, 12/16/2002

Page 0r: Luci Johnson and Lynda Bird Johnson to DKR and Edith re: the passing of Lady Bird Johnson, 3/5/2008

Page 0s: Photo: LBJ and DKR on a putting green, no date

Pages 0t1-0t4: Program: Memorial Service for John B. Connally, 6/17/1993


Page 1b: Photo 1: DKR, Texas Governor John Connally and LBJ, no date
Page 2a: Photo 2: DKR, Lady Bird Johnson and LBJ, 1/1/1962

Page 2b: Invitation 1: President LBJ and Lady Bird to DKR and Edith for a barbecue, Stonewall, TX; Card 1: for the Stonewall, TX barbecue; both items 12/29/1963; Telegram 1: Congressman George H.W. Bush to DKR re: DKR’s philosophy, no date

Page 3a: Letter 3: DKR to Vice President LBJ re: LBJ’s phone call after the Texas vs. Arkansas game, 10/25/1962; Photo 3: Texas Governor John Connally and DKR, no date


Page 4a: Letter 5: Lady Bird Johnson to Edith: Washington DC trip, 2/19/1964

Page 4b: Letter 6: Joan Kennedy to DKR re: the picture DKR sent to Teddy Kennedy Jr., 4/7/1964


Page 5b: Letters 7-8: 7: DKR to President LBJ re: had a great time at the ranch, 7/8/1964; 8: President LBJ’s Assistant to DKR re: LBJ glad you had a good time, 7/16/1964; Nametags 1-2: 1: for Admittance to the US Senate gallery; 2: for Admittance to the US House gallery; both nametags no date

Page 6a: Invitations 4-5: 4: Vice President and Mrs. Johnson to DKR and Edith for a dinner, 3/23/1963; 5: President and Mrs. Johnson to DKR and Edith for a Stonewall, TX barbecue, 10/18/1964; Card 2: for the barbecue, at the LBJ Ranch, Stonewall, TX, 10/18/1964

Page 6b: Letters 9-11: 9: likely Lady Bird Johnson to DKR and Edith re: a Longhorn purse, no date; 10: President LBJ’s Assistant to DKR re: the First
Family Picture Album, 7/31/1965; 11: LBJ’s Assistant to DKR re: speeches, 12/10/1965; Nametag 3: Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey’s from the "Vince Lombardi Award" signed by Humphrey to DKR, no date

Page 7a: Letter 12: Lady Bird Johnson to Edith and DKR re: their visit on Lady Bird’s Birthday, 1/6/1966

Page 7b: Invitation 6: President LBJ and Mrs. Johnson to DKR and Edith for the Second Annual Presidential Ball of the Southwest, Austin, TX, 6/17/1967; Card 3: for Mrs. Charles S. Robb (Lynda Johnson), no date


Page 9b: Photo 4: DKR and President LBJ at the White House, no date; Letter 16: Marjorie and Governor John McKeith of Louisiana, 9/12/1968

Page 10a: Letter 17: Lady Bird Johnson to Edith re: the luncheon-fashion show in Austin, TX, 10/29/1968
Page 10b: Letter 18: Lady Bird Johnson to Edith and DKR re: the flowers they sent, 1/22/1969

Page 11a: Letters 19-20: 19: DKR to President LBJ re: the space program and LBJ's interview with Walter Cronkite, 7/1969; 20: LBJ to DKR re: it was good for DKR to write, 7/30/1969

Page 11b: Letter 21: LBJ to DKR re: the band, the football team, 10/7/1969


Page 13a: Clipping 2: Fantasy Harbor-Waccamaw, Myrtle Beach, SC, visited by DKR, Edith, and Lady Bird Johnson, no date


Page 14a: Clipping 3: Debutantes Take Bow at Ball (with a photo of Lady Bird, LBJ, Edith and DKR), The Austin American, 11/2/1971

Page 14b: Letter 27: Secretary of the Treasury John Connally to Edith and DKR with an enclosed uncirculated one dollar bill signed by Connally, 10/7/1971


Page 15b: Letter 29: LBJ to DKR re: the cufflinks and belt buckle, 7/1/1971; Card 7: Happy Easter from Lady Bird and Lyndon B. Johnson, no date
Page 16a: Photo 5: DKR, two men, LBJ and two more men playing golf, no date; Letter 30: C. Admich to DKR re: the Chinese dragon banner, no date


Page 17a: Letter 32: LBJ to Edith and DKR re: get well wishes, 4/14/1972

Page 17b: Card 8: for a guest at the Apollo 16 Launch; Invitation 7: for Apollo 16 Launch; Nametag 4: for astronaut Charlie Duke Jr.; all items 4/16/1972

Page 18a: Letter 33: LBJ to Edith and DKR re: their lunch visit, 5/1/1972

Page 18b: Letter 34: LBJ to DKR re: the material DKR sent, 5/6/1972

Page 19a: Letter 35: Lady Bird Johnson to Edith and DKR re: the (Austin, TX) Town Lake Beautification Program, 7/7/1972


Page 20a: Clipping 4: Dan Cook’s column re: DKR and LBJ, The Austin American, 1/28/1973

Page 20b: Photo 6: a UT football player, DKR and LBJ, no date


Page 21b: Letter 38: DKR to LBJ re: out of town football tickets, 8/21/1972

Page 22a: Letter 39: LBJ to DKR thanking him for road tickets, 8/29/1972

Page 22b: Letter 40: LBJ to DKR re: lunch with football players, 11/6/1972

Page 23a: Letter 41: LBJ to Edith and DKR re: their visit to LBJ’s ranch with Jim Stephens, 12/29/1972
Page 23b: Photo 7: Edith, DKR, Jack Stephens, Stephens’ son and LBJ at a golf course, no date

Page 24a: Photo 8: LBJ, Jack Stephens’ son and DKR on a putting green, no date

Page 24b: Letter 42: Lady Bird to Edith and DKR re: the upcoming Acapulco, Mexico trip, 1/16/1973


Page 25b: Letter 44: Lady Bird to DKR re: his friendship with LBJ, 1/29/1973


Page 26b: Letter 47: Lady Bird Johnson to Edith and DKR re: their Friends of the LBJ Library membership, 8/26/1974

Page 27a: Announcement 1: Rebekah Johnson Nugent born to Luci and Patrick Nugent, 7/10/1974; Announcement 2: Rebekah Johnson Nugent to be baptized on 9/22/1974

Page 27b: Letter 48: Luci Johnson Nugent to DKR re: Volunteers with Vision, no date; Announcement 3: Claudia Nugent’s baptism, 6/6/no year

Page 28a: Letter 49: John B. Connally to Edith and DKR re: it would have been more fun to be in Jamaica, 7/7/1975

Page 28b: Cards 9-12: 9: Mrs. Lyndon Baines Johnson; 10: Edith’s place card for Volcano South (the Secret Service code name for Mexican President Miguel Alemans’ home in Acapulco, Mexico where the Royals
vacationed with LBJ and Lady Bird); 11: a place card for Alice Brown; 12: a card that reads: a house divided against itself…; all items 1971 or 1972


Page 1a: Photo 1: Frank Broyles (Arkansas Head Football Coach), William O. Solms of Coca-Cola (Frank Broyles’ cousin) and DKR at the Club de Golf, Mexico, 7/1964

Page 1b: Photo 2: Randy Clay, a man, DKR and Jackie Burke at the Texas Open, no date

Page 2a: Photo 3: Howard Terry (Houston Head Football Coach), DKR, William O. Solms (of Coca-Cola), and Frank Broyles (Arkansas Head Football Coach) at the Club de Golf, Mexico, 7/1964


Page 3a: Photo 6: DKR, a little girl, Hal Hillman, (no first name) Honeras and (no first name) Blancas, no date

Page 3b: Photo 7: a man, Jackie Burke, Walter Fondren and DKR, no date

Page 4a: Photo 8: a man, Walter Fondren, DKR and Dale Douglas, no date

Page 4b: Photo 9: three boys around DKR in a golf cart, no date

Page 5a: Photos 10-11: 10: William Humphreys and DKR at the Preston Trail Golf Club, Dallas, TX, 1971; 11: Chi-Chi Rodriguez, no date

Page 5b: Photo 12: a man, DKR, John Cooper, Frank Broyles and a man at the National Coaches Golf Tournament, Bella Vista, AR, 1971

Page 6a: Photo 13: Frank Broyles, Chuck Fairbanks, Ernie Vassler and DKR at the Quail Creek Quail Shoot, 1971
Page 6b: Photo 14: Larry Huse, Willie Nelson, DKR and Al Cisneros (signed by Nelson and Cisneros), 1973

Page 7a: Photo 15: Arnold Palmer, his caddy Creamy (no last name) and DKR, 5/1974

Page 7b: Photo 16: Tom Weiskopf, a woman, DKR, Jimmy Greenwood, a man and a woman, at the Houston Open, Houston, TX, no date

Page 8a: Photo 17: Willie Nelson, DKR, Andy Williams, Bob Hope, Robert Sakowitz and Doug Sanders, 1988

Page 8b: Photo 18: two men, a woman, DKR, Arnold Palmer, a woman and a man, no date

Page 9a: Photo 19: a woman, Bob Park, Lanny Wadkins, DKR, two men and a woman at the Houston Open, Houston, TX, no date

Page 9b: Photo 20: three men and DKR at the Shelton Harrison Chevrolet Pro-Celebrity Classic, Millington, TN, no date

Page 10a: Photo 21: DKR, three men and Glen Martin at the NFL Players Association March of Dimes Celebrity Classic, no date

Page 10b: Photo 22: DKR and four men, no date

Page 11a: Photo 23: DKR and 27 men, no date

Page 11b: Photo 24: Swede Lee, DKR and two men, no date

Page 12a: Photo 25: Don Massengale, DKR and two men at the 1976 Houston Open Celebrity Pro-Am, Houston, TX

Page 12b: Photo 26: Ben Crenshaw, DKR and three men at the Colonial Country Club, Fort Worth, TX, 1978
Page 13a: Photo 27: Harry Moore, DKR and two men at the 1977 Boomerang, Oklahoma City Golf and Country Club, Oklahoma City, OK

Page 13b: Photo 28: three men, a woman, DKR, Ellie Mae and two men at the George Lindsey Celebrity Golf Tournament, Montgomery, AL, 4/24/1977

Page 14a: Photo 29: Bob Hope, DKR and Roy Clark, no date

Page 14b: Photo 30: Danny Morrison and DKR, no date

Page 15a: Photo 31: Red Lane, DKR, Glen Martin and Danny Morrison at Songwriters Golf at the Lenny Horton Golf Club, Nashville, TN, no date

Page 15b: Photo 32: Bill Webb, DKR and two men, no date

Page 16a: Photo 33: a man, Bill and Jane Webb, DKR, a woman and a man, no date

Page 16b: Photo 34: Edith, DKR, Jack Stephens, Stephens’ son and LBJ, no date

Page 17a: Photo 35: DKR, a man, Diaz Ardaz (former President of Mexico), LBJ, a man and Tom Frost, Acapulco, Mexico, 1971 or 1972

Page 17b: Photo 36: DKR, two men, Lee Trevino and a man at The Colonial, Fort Worth, TX, 1979


Page 18b: Photo 38: DKR, Alan Shepherd, Charley Pride, Bob Hope and “Bum” Phillips, golfing for the Bob Hope School, Port Arthur, TX, 1982

Page 19a: Photo 39: a man, Larry Gatlin, Ben Crenshaw (signed by Crenshaw), DKR and a man, no date
Page 19b: Photo 40: a man, Floyd Tillman, DKR and two men, 1985

Page 20a: Photo 41: DKR and the Gatlin Brothers (signed by them), no date

Page 20b: Photo 42: a man, DKR, Floyd Tillman and two men, Houston, TX, no date

Page 21a: Photo 43: a man, Bob List, DKR, George Hensley and Charles Sarratt at Charley Pride’s Golf Fiesta Celebrity Golf Classic, 1975

Page 21b: Photo 44: George Suddarth, Bob McBride, DKR, Chuck Radaille and David Roy at Charley Pride’s Golf Fiesta Celebrity Golf Classic, 1976

Page 22a: Photo 45: George Dermksean (hard to read), Frank Towlowmis (hard to read), DKR, John Fainter and Dave Steele at the Charley Pride Golf Fiesta, Albuquerque, NM, 1980


Page 23b: Photo 48: a man, DKR, Lee Trevino and two men at the Methodist Hospitals of Dallas Invitational Pro-Am, Dallas, TX, 1980

Page 24a: Photo 49: a man, Cecil Morgan, DKR, and a man at The Colonial golf tournament, Colonial Country Club, Fort Worth, TX, 1980

Page 24b: Photo 50: a man, DKR, Harold Weisenthal, Bill Worrell (a Houston, TX sportscaster), a man and likely Wally Scott, 1980

Page 25a: Photo 51: DKR and Tom Watson at the Colonial Country Club, Fort Worth, TX, 1981
Page 25b: Photo 52: Tom Watson, DKR and a man at the Colonial Country Club, Fort Worth, TX, 1981

Page 26a: Photo 53: a man, DKR, Tom Watson and two men at the Colonial Country Club (signed by Watson), Fort Worth, TX, 1981

Page 26b: Photo 54: DKR, Jerilyn Britz, Mack Rankin and a man (signed by Britz), 1981

Page 27a: Photo 55: DKR and three men at the NFL Alumni Tournament, 1981

Page 27b: Photo 56: Doug Sanders, Bob Hope, DKR and a man at the Doug Sanders Celebrity Invitational, Memorial Park, Houston, TX, 10/3-10/4/1981

Page 28a: Photo 57: four men and DKR at the Jerry Ford Tournament, Vail, CO, 9/1982

Page 28b: Photo 58: DKR at the Jerry Ford Tournament which DKR won, Vail, CO, 1984

Page 29a: Photo 59: Willie Nelson and DKR, no date

Page 29b: Photo 60: Amy, Paula Carlene, Bobby and Willie Nelson all singing, no date


Page 31a: Photo 63: DKR and four men at the Metro PGA Assistants Celebrity Golf Tournament, Dallas, TX, 5/16/1983

Page 31b: Photo 64: DKR and four men at the Metro PGA Assistants Celebrity Golf Tournament, Dallas, TX, 5/17/1982
Page 32a: Photo 65: DKR and four men (three of them maybe the Gatlin Brothers) at the Gatlin Brothers Celebrity Golf Tournament, Dallas, TX, 1988

Page 32b: Photo 66: a man, DKR, Mavcil (hard to read) Davis and two men at the Gatlin Brothers Celebrity Golf Tournament, Dallas, TX, 1989

Page 33a: Photo 67: Bob Edge, Texas State Senator Peyton McKnight, DKR, a man and likely Wally Scott, at the Darrell Royal-Willie Nelson Golf Tournament, The Woodlands, TX, 1980

Page 33b: Photo 68: Danny King, two men, DKR and a man, at the Darrell Royal-Willie Nelson Golf Tournament, no date


Page 34b: Photo 70: a man, James Garner, a man, DKR and Bill Saxon, at the Darrell Royal-Willie Nelson Golf Tournament, The Woodlands, TX, 1984

Page 35a: Photo 71: Red Steagall, Gary P. Nunn, Steve Fromholz, DKR and Willie Nelson, at the Onion Creek Golf Club, Austin, TX, no date

Page 35b: Photos 72-73: Mack Rankin and DKR; photo 72: 4/21/1995; photo 73: no date

Page 36a: Photos 74-75: 74: DKR and Bob Edge; 75: DKR and a man; both photos no date

Page 36b: Photos 76-77: 76: DKR, J.G. Walker Jr., a man and Bob Edge, Tyler, TX, no date; 77: DKR and Bob Edge, Tyler, TX, 1985

Page 37a: Photo 78: Larry Gatlin, Finley Ewing, Willie Nelson, Tommy Bolt, DKR and a man at the Liberty Mutual Legends of Golf Celebrity Pro-Am, Onion Creek Club, Austin, TX, 1981
Page 37b: Photo 79: Finley Ewing, DKR, Mike Souchak, Larry Gatlin and Bob Edge at the Liberty Mutual Legends of Golf Celebrity Pro-Am, Onion Creek Club, Austin, TX, 1980

Page 38a: Photo 80: Jack Crosby, James Garner, a man, Moe Bandy, Bill Saxon and DKR at the Liberty Mutual Legends of Golf Celebrity Pro-Am, Onion Creek Club, Austin, TX, 1982

Page 38b: Photo 81: Bob Edge, Jim Bob Moffett, Mike Souchak, Ed Bruce and DKR at the Liberty Mutual Legends of Golf Celebrity Pro-Am, Onion Creek Club, Austin, TX, 1984

Page 39a: Photo 82: Ernie Banks, two men, Willie Nelson and DKR at the Liberty Mutual Legends of Golf Celebrity Pro-Am, Austin, TX, 1986

Page 39b: Photo 83: DKR, a man, Earl Campbell and two men at the Liberty Mutual Legends of Golf Celebrity Pro-Am, Onion Creek Club, Austin, TX, 1987

Page 40a: Photo 84: Jim Bob Moffett, DKR, a man, Jerry Jeff Walker and Jerry Max Lane at the Longhorn Golf Classic, Austin, TX, 5/18/1987

Page 40b: Photo 85: Dave Snyder, a man, Jim Bob Moffett, DKR and a man at the Longhorn Golf Classic, Austin, TX, 5/16/1988

Page 41a: Photo 86: a man, DKR, Wally Scott, Rooster Andrews and a man, at the Longhorn Golf Classic, Austin, TX, 1992

Page 41b: Photo 87: DKR and three men at the Longhorn Golf Classic, Austin, TX, 5/30/1995

Page 42a: Photo 88: Doug Maund, a woman, DKR and two men at the Longhorn Golf Classic, Austin, TX, 5/27/1997

Page 42b: Photo 89: Mack Brown, three men, Ben Barnes, DKR and Rick Barnes at the Coca-Cola Longhorn All Sports Golf Classic, Austin, TX, 2000
Page 43a: Photo 90: Texas Basketball Head Coach Tom Penders, Steve Spurrier, DKR and two men at the *Celebrity Golf Tournament*, 1993

Page 43b: Photo 91: a man, Dr. Tom Kirksey, Gene Kirksey, a man, George Harmon and DKR, 11/18/1997

Page 44a: Photo 92: DKR and four men at the *Moe Bandy Golf Classic*, no date

Page 44b: Photo 93: a man, DKR, two men, Pat Buell, a man, Mack Rankin and a man, no date

Page 45a: Photo 94: a man, Mack Rankin, a man, DKR and Jim Bob Moffett, no date

Page 45b: Photo 95: DKR, a man, Tom Landry and two men, no date

Page 46a: Certificate 1: to DKR from Spalding for a Hole in One at the La Quinta Hotel Course from 165 yards on Hole 16, 2/17/1986


Page 49b: Photos 120-123: 120: Jack Crosby; 121: Jack Crosby, DKR, and two caddies; 122: Jack Stephens; 123: Jack Crosby, a caddy and DKR; all photos at the Augusta Country Club, Augusta, GA, 4/1978

Album 11: Green Binder: Golfers 65-97, no date, 1964-2009 (72 items)

Page 0a: Certificate 1: to DKR stating that the Texas state flag given to him flew over the Texas State Capitol on 7/6/2004 (DKR’s 80th Birthday)

Pages 0b1-0b2: Legends is week to cherish champions, past and present, by Melanie Hauser, PGATour.com, 4/21/2009

Page 0c: DKR, Ben Hogan and Jess Neely at the Coaches Clinic, Fort Worth, TX, 8/1964

Page 0d: Dick Fincher and 1952 Heisman Trophy Winner Billy Vessels of the University of Oklahoma, 8/1964

Page 0e: Bob and Lynn Joske (signed to DKR and Edith by the Joskes), 1980

Page 1a: Photo 1: Arnold Palmer and DKR, no date

Page 1b: Photos 2-5: 2: DKR, Willie Nelson and three others, no date; 3-4: DKR and three others at the Cherry Hills Golf Club, Denver, CO, 1965; 5: a
man, DKR, David Reynolds and Charley Kuper at the San Antonio Country Club, San Antonio, TX, no date

Page 2a: Photos 6-8: 6: DKR, Eddie Crowder, Colorado Governor Steve McMichaels and a man at the Cherry Hills Golf Club, Denver, CO, 1965; 7: DKR and three others at the Cherry Hills Golf Club, Denver, CO, 8/9/1968; 8: Colorado Governor Steve McMichaels and DKR, likely 1965


Page 3a: Photos 11-12: 11: Wilhemina (no last name), David Reynolds, Mina (no last name), DKR and George H.W. Bush’s niece, 1966; 12: DKR, Charley Haas and two others, Corpus Christi, TX, 1971

Page 3b: Photos 13-14: 13: Edith, and Bob Hope; 14: a man, DKR, Bob Hope and Arnold Palmer; both photos taken at the *Byron Nelson Classic* at Preston Trail Golf Club, Dallas, TX, 1970


Page 4b: Photos 17-18: 17: Joe Basore, J.J. King, DKR, George Billingsley and a man; 18: DKR sinks the winning put at the *Bella Vista Coaches Tournament* at Bella Vista, AR; both photos 1971

Page 5a: Photos 19-20: 19: DKR and Ray Edwards (a sportswriter for the *Dallas Morning News*), at the *Bella Vista Coaches Tournament* at Bella Vista, AR; 20: DKR, Dan Sikes and three others at the *Colonial Pro-Am*, Colonial Country Club, Fort Worth, TX; both photos 1971

Page 5b: Photos 21-22: DKR, Arnold Palmer and two others at the *Byron Nelson Classic*, Dallas, TX, 5/1971

Page 6b: Photos 25-26: 25: Terry Bradshaw, DKR and five others, no date; 26: DKR, Chi-Chi Rodriguez and three others at The Colonial golf tournament, Colonial Country Club, Fort Worth, TX, 1973

Page 7a: Photos 27-28: Chi-Chi Rodriguez and DKR at The Colonial golf tournament, Colonial Country Club, Fort Worth, TX, 1973

Page 7b: Photos 29-30: 29: Lee Trevino, DKR and three others; 30: DKR and Lee Trevino; both photos no date

Page 8a: Photo 31: Lee Trevino and DKR laughing, no date

Page 8b: Photo 32: DKR, Bob Morgan (teenager) and Lee Trevino, no date

Page 9a: Photo 33: Lee Trevino and DKR, no date

Page 9b: Photo 34: Lee Trevino and DKR walking, no date

Page 10a: Photos 35-36: 35: DKR putting; 36: DKR, Arnold Palmer, Charley Pride and two others; both photos at the Byron Nelson Classic, Dallas, TX, 1974

Page 10b: Photos 37-38: 37: Arnold Palmer and DKR; 38: Charley Pride, DKR and Earnest Owen; both photos at the Byron Nelson Classic, Dallas, TX, 1974

Pages 11a1-11a2: refer to Photos 39-40: 39: Red Lane, DKR, Glen Martin and two others; 40: DKR, Harold Weisenthal, Willie Nelson and three others at Harold Weisenthal’s tournament; both photos 1975

Page 12a: Photos 43-44: 43: Jimmy Lynn, Glen Martin and two others; 44: Red Lane, DKR, Johnny Gimble and a man; both photos at the *Oak Tree Nutcracker* in Oklahoma City, OK, 1977

Page 12b: Photos 45-46: 45: George Jones, Hank Cochran and two others; 46: George Jones, Texas State Senator Peyton McKnight and two others; both photos at the *Darrell Royal-Willie Nelson Golf Charities Tournament*, The Woodlands, TX, 1978


Page 14a: Photos 51-53: 51: Larry Gatlin and DKR; 52: Larry, Steve and Rudy Gatlin; 53: Larry Gatlin, DKR and a man; all photos 1976

Page 14b: Photos 54-55: 54: Bob Edge, J.G. Walker Jr., DKR, Jiggs Whitting Hill and Wally Seatt at the *Mint Julep* golf tournament, Tyler, TX; 55: Bob Murphy, DKR and six others at the *Southern Open* (signed by Murphy to DKR); both photos 1979

Page 15a: Photo 56: Cecil Morgan and DKR at the Colonial Country Club, Ft. Worth, TX, 1980

Pages 15b1-15b2: refer to Photo 57: DKR and Tom Watson, 1981
Page 16a: Photos 58-62: 58: Mike Campbell, Wally Scott, and DKR; 59: Edith, and Cile Scott; 60: Cile Scott, Norma Edge, Mike Campbell and DKR; 61: Norma Edge, Mary Campbell and Edith; 62: a woman, Norma Edge, Mary Campbell, Edith, and Cile Scott; all photos from the Scottsdale, AZ trip with Bob Edge, Summer 1980

Page 17a: Photos 63-64: 63: DKR and four others, 1978; 64: DKR and four others, 1979; both photos at the Arlington Big Brothers Celebrity Golf Tournament at the Shady Valley Golf Club, Arlington, TX

Page 17b: Photos 65-66: 65: George Oge, Eric Wilcox, DKR and Bob Edge; 66: George Oge, Jimmy Walker, Bob Herd, Marvin Herd, DKR, likely Wally Scott, Frank Broyles and Bob Edge; both photos at the Mint Julep golf tournament, Tyler, TX, 1980


Page 18b: Photos 69-70: 69: Dr. Ed Rice, Dr. John Walker, DKR and Bob Edge; 70: Billy Carothers, DKR, Mike Campbell Sr., Billy Carothers Jr. and Jimmy Walker; both photos at the Mint Julep golf tournament, Tyler, TX, 1981

Page 19a: Photos 71-72: 71: Jimmy Walker, DKR, Bob Edge and Floyd Wagstaff; 72: DKR, Mike Campbell Sr., Floyd Wagstaff and Bob Edge; both photos at the Mint Julep golf tournament, Tyler, TX, 1981

Page 19b: Photos 73-74: 73: Tim Wilson, DKR, Earl Campbell and three others, 1981; 74: Tim Wilson, DKR, Earl Campbell and three others (signed to DKR by Campbell), 1982; both photos at the Earl Campbell-Tim Wilson Coors Light Charity Golf Tournament
Page 20a: Photos 75-76: 75: DKR, Willie Nelson, Earl Campbell and two others at the *Earl Campbell-Tim Wilson Coors Light Charity Golf Tournament*, 1983; 76: DKR, Jim Bob Moffett, David Graham and two others, Steamboat Springs, CO, no date

Page 20b: Photos 77-78: 77: Gil Brandt, DKR and two others, 1984; 78: DKR, David Graham, Benno Schmidt and two others, 1985; both photos at the *David Graham Invitational Golf Tournament*, Steamboat Springs, CO

Pages 21a1-21a2: refer to Photos 79-82: 79: DKR, Ben Crenshaw and five others, Pine Valley, NJ, 1984; 80: Jimmy Walker and DKR at the *Mint Julep* golf tournament, Tyler, TX, 1981; 81: DKR and Finley Ewing at Pebble Beach, CA, 1988; 82: DKR and two others, no date

Page 21b: Photos 83-84: 83: DKR and five others, Santa Barbara, CA, no date; 84: DKR, Dan Rostenkowski, Ara Parsegian and a man, no date

Page 22a: Photo 85: a parody cover of *Golfer* magazine feat. DKR, 8/1986

Pages 22b1-22b2: refer to Photo 86: Steve Elkington and DKR, no date

Page 23a: Photos 87-88: 87: Larry Gatlin, DKR, Willie Nelson, George Strait and two others, no date; 88: Wade Walker, Mickey Newberry, DKR, Charley Sarratt and three others at the *Varsity O Club All American Golf Classic*, 1985

Pages 23b1-23b2: refer to Photos 89-90: 89: DKR, Bob Hughes, Salem Joseph and two others, no date; 90: Bill Saxon, Jim Bob Moffett, Mack Rankin, Ben Crenshaw, DKR and three others, 1984

Page 24a: Photos 91-92: 91: Ben Crenshaw, Mack Rankin, Jim Bob Moffett, DKR and three others; 92: Ben Crenshaw, DKR, Mack Rankin and four others; both photos likely at Pine Valley, NJ, 1984
Pages 24b1-24b2: Photos 93-94: 93: DKR, John Thompson and six others, no date; 94: Jack Garner, Claude Arnold, Harry Moore, DKR, James Garner, two others at the Bumgarner Memorial Golf Tournament, 8/5/1989

Pages 25a1-25a2: Photos 95-96: DKR and three others at Augusta, GA, no date;

Pages 25b1-25b2: Photo 97: DKR, a man and Arnold Palmer at the Legends of Golf, Austin, TX, 4/26/1989;

Page 26a: Photos 98-99: 98: DKR, Mickey Mantle and five others, no date; 99: DKR, Mickey Mantle and five others, 1993

Page 26b: Photo 100: cover of Inside Golf magazine feat. DKR, 9/1996

Page 27a: Photo 101: cover of Inside Golf magazine feat. DKR, 9/1997

Page 27b: Photo 102: Davis Love III (signed by Love III), no date

Page 28a: Photo 103: DKR after a golf swing, no date

Pages 28b-29a: Photos 104-105: DKR after a golf swing at the Barton Creek Country Club, Austin, TX, 5/14/1997

Page 29b: Photo 106: DKR and Eddie Oran at the Barton Creek Country Club, Austin, TX, 5/14/1997


Cover: quote from Vince Lombardi (1913-1970), “After the cheers have died and the stadium is empty, after the headlines have been written, and after you are back in the quiet of your own room and the Super Bowl ring has been placed on the dresser and all the pomp and fanfare have faded, the enduring things that are left are: the dedication to excellence; the dedication to victory; and the dedication to doing with our lives the very best we can to make the world a better place in which to live.”
Page 1a: Photo 1: DKR, Steve Worster and a man (signed by DKR), 1969 or 1970

Page 1b: Photo 2: Frank Leahy and DKR, 12/1970

Page 2a: Photo 3: Ted Strauss, Mike Myers and DKR at the opening of the Trini Lopez’s restaurant, Trini’s, 1/1970


Page 3a: Photo 5: Bedford Wynne, Trini Lopez and DKR at the opening of Trini’s Restaurant, 1/1970

Page 3b: Photo 6: Steve Worster, DKR and President LBJ: UT accepts $2 million for the Sid Richardson library from the Harry Bass family, no date

Page 4a: Photo 7: DKR (with his back turned to the camera), Les Bass and Steve Worster, no date

Page 4b: Photo 8: at the College Football Hall of Fame: DKR with James Street, Ted Koy and Glen Halsell (they were the UT Tri-Captains), 1/1970

Page 5a: Photo 9: Fred Steinmark on the sideline, no date

Page 5b: Photo 10: Jack Blanton, DKR, Fred Steinmark and Scott Henderson, no date


Page 6b: Photo 12: James Street, DKR and LBJ after the Cotton Bowl, Dallas, TX, 1/1/1970

Page 7a: Photo 13: DKR and Longhorn players receiving the (General Douglas A.) MacArthur Bowl, NYC, no date
Page 7b: Photo 14: American Football Coaches Association (AFCA) Hall of Fame, 1/1970: UT Football Tri-Captains Glen Halsell, Ted Koy and James Street with President Richard M. Nixon and DKR, in NYC

Page 8a: Photo 15: Ara Parsegian (Notre Dame Head Football Coach) and DKR after the 1970 Cotton Bowl, Dallas, TX, 1/1/1970

Page 8b: Photo 16: DKR being carried off the field at the 1970 Cotton Bowl between Texas and Notre Dame, Dallas, TX, 1/1/1970


Page 9b: Photo 18: DKR after the tying Texas touchdown vs. Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, 12/6/1969

Pages 10a-10b: Photos 19-20: DKR and UT Longhorn quarterback James Street at the 1970 Cotton Bowl, Dallas, TX, 1/1/1970

Page 11a: Photo 21: the University of Texas Longhorn Football Team, no date

Page 11b: Photo 22: Darrell Royal gives (quarterback) James Street the play that brought Texas a 21-17 victory over Notre Dame in the Cotton Bowl and won the 1969 National Title, Dallas, TX, 1/1/1970

Page 12a: Photos 23-25: 23: DKR, no date; 24: Galveston, TX, 1975: Ed Padgett, Jim Bob and Louise Moffett, Mary Padgett and Edith Royal; 25: Longhorns #1 lights at Emmy and Ramsey Clinton’s house, likely 1970


Page 13a: Photo 29: DKR, President LBJ and others, no date
Page 13b: Photo 30: DKR and John McKay (USC Head Football Coach) at USC vs. Texas, Austin, TX, 1966

Page 14a: Photo 31: DKR during the Texas game vs. Arkansas, 10/16/1965

Page 14b: Photo 32: DKR at the Jester Dorm practice field at UT Austin, Austin, TX, no date

Page 15a: Photo 33: Texas vs. Arkansas: DKR and Frank Broyles, 1965

Page 15b: Photo 34: DKR yelling encouragement to his players, no date

Page 16a: Photo 35: DKR receives the Football Writers Coach of the Year Award, Johnny Lujack to the left, Blackie Sherrod to the right, 1961

Page 16b: Photo 36: Dan Jenkins, DKR, some others and actress Jill St. John at the 1958 Look Magazine Party

Album 13: Green Binder: Bob Hope J Dean, no date, 1969-1984 (40 items)

Page 1a: Photos 1-4: 1: Will Houston, Dr. (no first name) Graham and DKR; 2: Pam Gray and Dr. Graham’s daughters; 3: DKR, two men and a woman; 4: Sadie Gilbert, DKR, Lee and Joe Jamail; all photos no date


Page 4b: Photos 40-45: 40: three ducks; 41: three men and Sue Dean; 42: a woman by a tree; 43: Sue Dean and three mimes; 44: Sue Dean in an auto museum; 45: some people on the street; all photos no date


Page 6a: Photos 59-63: 59: DKR, Jimmy and Sue Dean and five others; 60: Jimmy and Sue Dean; photos 59-60: no date; 61: Earnest Owen, Freddie Powers and DKR, 1983; 62: Merle Haggard; 63: Merle Haggard playing a guitar; photos 62-63: no date


Page 7b: Photos 76-82: 76: DKR and others; 77: a man; 78: a woman and a man; 79: Floyd Tillman; 80: Jimmy Dean; 81: four women; 82: a man; all photos at the Legends of Golf, 1983

Page 8a: Photos 83-89: 83: Cheryl Malone, no date; 84: a waiter, Edith and a woman, at the Faulkner Foundation Opening, 1983; 85: Libby’s door, no date; 86: DKR and a boy; 87: maybe Edith’s mother; 88-89: a boy in a storeroom; photos 86-89: 1983

Page 8b: Photos 90-94: 90: author James Michener, Jimmy Dean, DKR and eleven others; 91: James Michener, Jimmy Dean, DKR and eight others; 92: Mickey Newbury, Alex Harvey and three others; 93: two boys; 94: a boy; all photos 1983

Page 9a: Photos 95-99: 95: Doug English and Edith; 96: DKR, Emory Bellard and likely Jerry Clower (hard to read); 97: three boys; photos 95-97: no date; 98: Jimmy Dean; 99: Floyd Tillman, Mickey Newbury and three others; photos 98-99: at a party after the Legends of Golf, 1983
Page 9b: Photos: 100-105: 100: author James Michener, Jimmy Dean, DKR and eight others; 101: Mickey Newbury, Alex Harvey and four others; 102: Lowell Reberman (hard to read), James Michener, Floyd Tillman, Bill Bradley, DKR, Jimmy Dean, Dean Reynolds, Freddie Powers and Johnny Gimble; photos 100-102: at a party after the *Legends of Golf*, 1983; 103: Don Williams, DKR, Anne Murray and Christopher Cross; 104: Christopher Cross and DKR; 105: Edith and a woman; photos 103-105: no date


Page 13a: Photos 141-146: 141: Jackie Sherrill and four others; 142: DKR, Bob Edge and a man; 143: Rooster Andrews and three men; 144: Howard Terry, Doak Walker and a man; 145: DKR and Tommy Nobis; 146: two men, Rooster Andrews and Tommy Nobis; all photos at the National Football Hall of Fame Dinner, 12/1983

Page 13b: Photos 147-152: 147: DKR, a man and Earl Campbell; 148: Doak Walker and a man; 149: two men; 150: Doak Walker, Earl Campbell and DKR; 151: John Majors and two men; 152: Jim Bob Moffett, DKR and a man; all photos at the National Football Hall of Fame Dinner, 12/1983


Page 14b: Photos 159-163: 159: Doak Walker, DKR and a man; 160: a man; 161: a man, DKR and a man; 162: DKR and three men; 163: a man, Doak Walker, DKR and a man; all photos at the National Football Hall of Fame Dinner, 12/1983
Page 15a: Photo 164: DKR and Otto Burgett at the National Football Hall of Fame Dinner, 12/1983

Page 16a: Photos 165-170: 165: three women and Edith; 166: two women; 167: a man and a woman; 168: sack races; 169: Edith, Joanne Crosby and eight others; 170: calisthenics; all photos at the Crosby Ranch, 1984

Page 16b: Photos 171-176: 171: some women exercising; 172: a boy, Mary and Dora (no last names); 173: Edith and five women exercising; 174: Edith and four women exercising; 175: some trees and a pool; 176: Edith and six women exercising; all photos at the Crosby Ranch, 1984

Page 17a: Photos 177-182: 177: Loyce Denton; 178: Edith, and Nancy Slaughter; 179: four women; 180: three women, Edith, and Joanne Crosby; 181: Edith and six women exercising; 182: Wooshie the dog; all photos at the Crosby Ranch, 1984

Page 17b: Photos 183-186: 183: Edith, Joanne Crosby and eight others; 184: Edith and a woman; 185: Ron Fletcher and Edith; 186: Louise Perlitz; all photos at the Crosby Ranch, 1984

Page 18a: Photos 187-192: 187: Ron Fletcher and three women exercising; 188: a woman and Dorothy Winters; 189: Dee Painter; 190: four women walking; 191: Joanne Crosby exercising; 192: Ron Fletcher exercising; all photos at the Crosby Ranch, 1984


and prickly pear cacti; 203-204: Edith and a little girl; 205: a backyard, photos 202-205: no date; 206: Edith, Lady Bird Johnson and DKR, 1984

Page 19b: Photos 207-212: 207-208: Christian and David (likely Kazen’s) track meet at Leander, TX, 1984; 209: a small backyard grill; 210: two fawns; 211: Genghis the dog and Ann (no last name); 212: a little girl and Genghis the dog; photos 209-212: no date


Page 21a: Inside Album Back Cover: Thanksgiving turkey drawing for Mama Edie (Edith) from Amy Attal (likely Edith’s granddaughter), 1983


Page 1a: Certificate 1: Oklahoma Department of Education to DKR celebrating his induction into the Oklahoma Hall of Fame, 5/19/2000

Page 1b: Photo 1: a man, DKR, Bill Montgomery, a man, Roger Staubach, Tom Hicks, Dale Hansen, and Bob West, at the Tom Hicks Roast, Port Arthur, TX, 6/2000

Page 2b: Photos 3-5: 3: DKR and Edith; 4: Willie Nelson, DKR and Ben Crenshaw; 5: Sammy Mack Royal and a man; all photos 2000

Page 3a: Photo 6: Texas Head Football Coach Mack Brown and DKR with the Longhorn football team (signed to DKR by Brown), 1999

Page 3b: Photo 7: Edith and DKR in Monte Carlo, Monaco, 6/1999

Page 4a: Photo 8: Sally Brown, Edith, Safia and Nasser al-Rashid, Nothra and Bobby (no last names), DKR, and Mack Brown in Monte Carlo, Monaco, 7/1999

Page 4b: Photo 9: Louis Murillo and DKR in a golf cart, 1999

Pages 5a-6a: Photos 10-12: Kevin Costner and DKR, 1999

Page 6b: Photo 13: DKR and the famous quarterback Sammy Baugh (signed by Baugh), 1999

Page 7a: Photo 14: Ben Crenshaw, Willie Nelson and DKR in front of Willie’s bus at the Darrell Royal-Willie Nelson Golf Tournament, likely in Houston, TX, 1998

Page 7b: Photo 15: Tom Hicks, Mack Rankin, Bobby French, Mack Brown, DKR and DeLoss Dodds, 5/1999

Page 8a: Photo 16: a Houston, TX television anchorwoman and Edith, 1999

Pages 8b-8c: Photo 17: DKR and Texas State Senator Eddie Lucio Jr.; Clipping 1: Your Amigo, Eddie Lucio...Rio Grande Valley of Texas, 1997

Page 9a: Photo 18: DKR and Frank Broyles at the Arkansas vs. Texas football game, Austin, TX, 9/27/2008


Page 11a: Photo 21: Texas Governor George W. Bush, three men and a woman, signed to DKR by one of the three other men, no date

Page 11b: Photo 22: James Street, DKR, two men and Robert Berdahl (the President of UT Austin), 11/1998

Page 12a: Photo 23: Doak Walker, Scott Murray, Keith Jackson and DKR, at the *Doak Walker Award Dinner*, 1998

Page 12b: Photo 24: DKR and Jack Stephens, no date

Page 13a: Photo 25: Johnny Lujack, DKR and Frank Broyles, no date


Page 14a: Photo 27: Vice President Dan Quale, Edith and DKR, 1997


Page 15a: Photo 29: Melissa Caro and David Kazen (son of Marian Royal Kazen), 1996

Page 15b: Photo 30: DKR and Edith with DKR’s *Most Outstanding Austinite Award*, 1995

Page 16a: Photo 31: DKR, David Ruehlman, Mickey Mantle, Bill Schneider and a man, no date

Page 16b: Photo 32: Bill and Ann Schneider, Floyd Dakil, Edith, DKR, David and Laurie Ruehlman and David and Jeanette Shiflet, at the MGM Grand, Las Vegas, NV, 1996 before rafting the Grand Canyon, AZ
Page 17a: Photo 33: Mickey LeMaistre (in the background), Joe Jamail and DKR, 9/1996

Page 17b: Photo 34: Hugh Lidke, Mickey LeMaistre (in the background), Joe Jamail and DKR, 9/1996

Page 18a: Photo 35: Joe Jamail (signed to DKR by Jamail), no date

Page 18b: Photo 36: DKR getting the *Brotherhood Award*, Houston, TX, 1980

Page 19a: Photo 37: DKR and Mickey Mantle, 1994

Page 19b: Photo 38: James Street, DKR and Marty R. Akins (signed by all three men), no date

Page 20a: Photo 39: Larry Gatlin and DKR (signed to DKR by Gatlin), no date

Page 20b: Photo 40: Josh and Kristin Gatlin, Xmas, 12/no year

Page 21a: Photo 41: Larry Wayne Gatlin and DKR (signed to DKR by Gatlin), no date

Page 21b: Photo 42: Jeanette Shiflet, Gene Kirksey, David Shiflet, Edith, Dr. Tom Kirskey, Ann and Bill Schneider and DKR, 1993

Page 22a: Photo 43: Earl Campbell, DKR and Doug English, no date

Page 22b: Photo 44: DKR, Roger Staubach, Enos “Country” Slaughter at the *Ben Crenshaw, Willie Nelson and Darrell Royal Golf Tournament*, no date


Page 23b: Photos 46-47: 46: Chris Gilbert and Earl Campbell; 47: DKR, Texas State Senator Peyton McKnight and Ray Price; both photos no date
Page 24a: Photo 48: Jim Brown, a man, and DKR at the Heisman Awards (1952 winner Billy Vessels of the University of Oklahoma in the portrait), NYC, 3/14/1991

Page 24b: Photo 49: Dan Devine and DKR at the National Football Hall of Fame, 1991

Page 25a: Photo 50: DKR receives the Legends of Coaching Award from the Downtown Athletic Club, NYC, 3/14/1991

Page 25b: Photo 51: DKR and five men at the Blue-Gray Hall of Fame, 1991

Page 26a: Photo 52: DKR, Edith, Hoss Brock, and Barbara and Frank Broyles, no date

Page 26b: Photo 53: Front row, left-right: Dan Devine, Dave Nelson, DKR, Jim Owens and George Morris; Second row, left-right: Vic Markov, Brock Strom, Bob Chappuis, Bill Hartman, Creighton Miller, Doug Kenna, Gust Zarnas, John Pingel, Johnny Majors, Reds Bagnell and Hank Lauricella; Back row, left-right: George Connor, Bruce Boseley, Bob Williams and Bobby Davis, at the American Football Coaches Association Hall of Fame, 1/5/1990

Page 27a: Photo 54: DKR, Jim Moran and a man hunting (signed to DKR by Moran), no date

Page 27b: Photo 55: Austin Mayor Frank Cooksey and DKR at a telethon, likely in Austin, TX, 5/1987

Page 28a: Photo 56: M.J. (no last name), Clint Eastwood (in the background), Edith and DKR at the Doug Sanders Golf Tournament, 1988

Page 28b: Photo 57: Sammy Davis Jr., Edith, and M.J. (no last name), 1988

Page 30b: Letter 1: Charles Alan Wright to DKR re: the *Dedication of the Neuhaus/Royal Athletics Center*, Austin, TX, 10/14/1986

Page 31a: Photo 61: DKR, Edith, and Nasser Al-Rashid, at the *Dedication of the Neuhaus/Royal Athletics Center*, Austin, TX, 10/14/1986

Page 31b: Photo 62: Mike and Mary Campbell Sr., Edith and DKR, at the *Dedication of the Neuhaus/Royal Athletics Center*, Austin, TX, 10/14/1986

Page 32a: Photo 63: Curly Ferris, Cathy and Connie Kazen, Chic Kazen Sr., Sally Royal, Louis Murillo, Sammy Mack Royal, Edith, DKR, Christian Kazen, David Kazen and Chic Kazen Jr., Patty Chagra, Samantha Chagra, Beany and Elena Trombatta and Joe Chagra, at the *Dedication of the Neuhaus/Royal Athletics Center*, Austin, TX, 10/14/1986

Page 32b: Photo 64: DKR and the eight other men on the Farm and Home Board, 1984

Page 33a: Photo 65: DKR and Earl Campbell at the retirement of Campbell’s No. 20 Longhorn jersey, no date


Page 34a: Photo 66: David and Christian Kazen, no date

Page 34b: Photo 67: Toddie Wynne, DKR, Dave Preston, Finley Ewing and four men, 1977

Page 35a: Clipping 2: front: the 1977 Southwestern Conference Week by Week Football Schedule and Composite Schedule

Page 36a: Photo 68: Grant Teaff, Tom Landry, DKR, Gordon Wood and Dave Campbell (signed by all five of the men), no date

Page 36b: Photo 69: Roger Staubach, Verne Lundquist and DKR, 1977

Page 37a: Photo 70: DKR and Bill Fleming (an ABC reporter), 1977

Page 37b: Photo 71: a couple, Edith, Earl Campbell and DKR at the retirement of Campbell’s No. 34 Houston Oilers jersey, no date

Page 38a: Photo 72: Tommy Harmon interviewing DKR, no date

Page 38b: Photo 73: a man, DKR, Brad Shearer and Russell A. Erxleben in the UT Dining Hall, Austin, TX, 1977

Page 39a: Photo 74: two men, DKR, Alfred Jackson and Johnny Jones, 1977

Page 39b: Photo 75: a man, DKR, UT Head Football Coach Fred Akers and another man, 1977


Page 41a: Photo 76: David Royal, David Kazen, Alex Harvey, DKR, Edith, Donna Nowells, S.F., Floyd Tillman, Glen Martin, Inda and Jerry Hollemon, Sue and Jerry Love, Red Lane, Robert Owen, Pam and Walt Garrison, Joyce and Earnest Owen and the bus driver, all are going to the Darrell K. Royal Appreciation Day in Hollis, OK, 5/29/1976

Page 41b: Photo 77: Donna Nowells, S.F., Alex Harvey, DKR, Edith, Glen Martin, Red Lane, David Royal and Inda Hollemon, all are going to the Darrell K. Royal Appreciation Day in Hollis, OK, 5/29/1976

Page 42a: Photo 78: the bus driver, Inda Hollemon, David Kazen, Robert Owen, David Royal, Earnest Owen, Edith, Floyd Tillman, a man, DKR, Jerry Hollemon and Walt Garrison, all are going to the Darrell K. Royal Appreciation Day in Hollis, OK, 5/29/1976
Page 42b: Photo 79: Sue Lane, Edith, DKR and Joyce Owen holding a banner stating: THE DARRELL ROYAL SPECIAL, all of the people are going to the Darrell K. Royal Appreciation Day in Hollis, OK, 5/29/1976

Page 43a: Photo 80: Eddie Robinson, Bill Murray, DKR, President Gerald R. Ford and Bob Blackmon, no date

Page 43b: Photo 81: Frank Broyles, Jimmy Dean and DKR, no date

Page 44a: Photo 82: Billy Gordon, Rick Fenlaw and Bill Hamilton, UT Longhorn Football Tri-Captains, 1976

Page 44b: Photo 83: DKR at his last game as the Head Coach of the UT Longhorns in Memorial Stadium, Arkansas vs. Texas, Austin, TX, 1976

Page 45a: Photo 84: Frank Broyles and DKR at DKR’s last game as Head Coach of UT Longhorns in Memorial Stadium, Arkansas vs. Texas, 1976

Pages 45b-46a: Photos 85-86: Barry Switzer, DKR and President Gerald R. Ford at Oklahoma vs. Texas, at the Cotton Bowl, Dallas, TX, 1976

Page 46b: Photo 87: Cactus Pryor, DKR and Tom Landry, 1/1975


Page 47b: Photo 89: DKR, John Wayne and Dee Andros in San Francisco, CA, 1974

Page 48a: Photo 90: Secret Service member Mike Howard, DKR, LBJ and a man at Lady Bird Johnson Park playing golf, 1971 or 1972
Page 48b: Photo 91: Jack Stephens, Stephens’ son, LBJ and DKR at Lady Bird Johnson Park playing golf, 1971 or 1972

Page 49a: Photo 92: Jim Helms (former UT football player and assistant coach), DKR, Ed Powell and Rooster Andrews, no date

Page 49b: Photo 93: James Saxton, Mary Pearl Williams, DKR, Lynn and Luci Nugent, Will Davis, Bill Hobby and Steve Spuro at the 8 Hour Marathon, likely in Austin, TX, 1971

Page 50a: Photo 94: David Royal and Charley Haas fishing at Texas Governor’s Dolph Briscoe’s Ranch, 1970

Page 50b: Photo 95: Texas Governor Dolph Briscoe, DKR, Charley Haas and David Royal, 1970

Page 51a: Photo 96: Dave Campbell, Barbara Specht, Texas Governor Preston Smith, DKR and Dana X. Bible at a ceremony celebrating 100 Years of College Football, Austin, TX, 8/1969


Page 53a: Photocopy 1: DKR and four others getting on a plane, no date


Page 0b: Telegram 1: Henry Bellmon to the 1950 University of Oklahoma Championship team members (incl. DKR), 4/25/1975
Page 1a: Telegram 2: President Gerald R. Ford to the 1950 University of Oklahoma Championship team members (incl. DKR); Photos 1-2: Team Captain Harry Moore, 4/24/1975

Page 1b: Photos 3-7: 3: a couple; 4: some people at the OU Championship Reunion; 5: three men and a woman; 6: Harry Moore; 7: two men and a woman

Page 2a: Photos 8-12: 8: three men and a woman; 9: two men and a woman; 10: three men and two women; 11: two men; 12: a man and a woman


Page 4a: Photos 28-32: 28: DKR and three others; 29: two men and a woman; 30-31: two men; 32: three men and a woman


Page 6b: Photos 53-57: 53: a woman and two men; 54: a man and two women; 55: two men and two women; 56: a man and two women; 57: two men and DKR


Page 8b: Photos 73-77: 73: two men, DKR and a woman; 74: three men and a woman; 75: Harry Moore and three men; 76: three men; 77: a man

Page 9a: Photos 78-82: 78: two men and two women; 79: three men and a woman; 80: two men and Harry Moore; 81: a man and a woman; 82: four men

Page 9b: Photos 83-87: 83: Harry Moore, a woman and four men; 84: DKR and two men; 85-86: two men; 87: four women


Page 10b: Photos 93-97: 93: two men, a woman, DKR; 94: two men; 95: a man, Willie West, a man and Von Marcum; 96-97: a woman and two men


Page 1a: Photos 1-6: 1: a woman and a boy; 2: three men; 3: a woman and a boy; 4: a woman, a man and a boy; 5: Louis Murillo and a woman; 6: a man, a woman and a boy; all photos at a party for Willie Nelson’s band and the cast of Honeysuckle Rose, 10/1979


Page 5a: Photos 41-43: 41: B.B. King, DKR and two men; 42: a boy; 43: DKR, Louis Murillo, Jack (no last name)’s London taxi; all photos no date

Page 5b: Photos 44-47: 44: Joy and Lael (no last names); 45: Joy and Rita (no last names), Saint Barts, 1980; 46: Ashley Gatlin; 47: Janis Gatlin; photos 46-47: at Disney World, Orlando, FL, 1980

Page 6a: Photos 48-51: 48: a woman and Louis Murillo; 49: Jorge and Rene (boys); 50: a woman and Louis Murillo; 51: a woman; all photos no date

Page 6b: Photos 52-53: 52: James Garner; 53: DKR at Pam Gray’s wedding; both photos no date

Page 7a: Photos 54-55: 54: Charles Alan Wright’s football team, 11/4/1979; 55: Hondo (no last name), a boy and a dog, no date


Page 8b: Photo 68: Johnny Rodriguez and DKR, no date

Album 17: Black Binder: Texas Sports Hall of Fame, 1976-2010 (37 items)

Page 1b: Bobby Dodd Coach of the Year Winners (Texas Head Football Mack Brown won the award in 2008), 2010
Page 2a: Clipping 1: Royal elected to Texas Sports Hall of Fame, no pub.,
11/14/1976

Pages 2b-3a: Clipping 2: Royal reflects on past and future, by Sam Blair,
likely from Dallas Morning News, 12/12/1976

Page 3b: Clippings 3-5: 3: DKR leaning back in a chair; 4: DKR, Edith and a
man in their kitchen; 5: DKR closing his eyes; all clippings from Dallas
Morning News, 12/12/1976

Page 4a: Clippings 6-8: 6: DKR and Edith walking; 7: DKR frowning; 8:
DKR, Edith and likely a student; all clippings from Dallas Morning News,
12/12/1976

Page 4b: Clipping 9: Texas enshrines their deeds (DKR, Bill Henderson,
Harrison Stafford, Jerry Thompson and Jim Krebs’ daughter Casey Krebs
pictured), Dallas Morning News, 1/1/1977

Page 5a: Photo 1: Edith and nine people at a table at the Texas Sports Hall of
Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 5b: Clipping 10: DKR: Everything cool at UT, by Tom Williams, Dallas
Morning News, 1/1/1977

Page 6a: Photo 2: a woman, DKR and Edith at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame
Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 6b: Photos 3-5: 3: DKR and some fans; 4: a waiter and six people at a
table; 5: ten people at a table; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame
Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 7a: Photos 6-7: DKR and three men at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame
Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 7b: Photos 8-9: 8: DKR and two men; 9: Edith and nine people at a
table; both photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976
Page 8a: Photos 10-12: 10: three men (DKR is in the background); 11: four men and Edith; 12: four men; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 8b: Photos 13-15: 13-14: a man in a red blazer at the podium; 15: a man in a gray blazer at the podium; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 9a: Photos 16-18: 16: a man in a gray blazer at the podium; 17: DKR talking with a man; 18: eight people at a table; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 9b: Photos 19-21: 19: a man in a gray blazer at the podium; 20: four people and Jim Krebs’ daughter Casey Krebs near the podium; 21: four men; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 10a: Photos 22-24: 22: four men; 23: seven men; 24: DKR and two men; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976


Page 11a: Photos 28-30: 28: two men; 29: DKR and four men; 30: Jim Krebs’ daughter Casey Krebs and two men at a table; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 11b: Photos 31-33: 31: DKR shaking hands with a man; 32: DKR and two men; 33: Jim Krebs’ daughter Casey Krebs and seven people at a table; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 12a: Photos 34-36: 34: DKR and two men; 35: a waiter and five men at a table; 36: DKR, four men and Edith; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 13a: Photos 40-42: DKR shaking hands with a man; all photos at the *Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976*

Page 13b: Photos 43-45: 43: four men; 44: DKR and a man; 45: DKR at the podium; all photos at the *Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976*

Page 14a: Photos 46-48: 46: eight people; 47: DKR shaking hands with a man; 48: DKR and Edith with his Texas Sports Hall of Fame plaque; all photos at the *Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976*

Page 14b: Photos 49-51: 49: two men, Edith and a woman; 50: DKR and two men; 51: four men; all photos at the *Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976*

Page 15a: Photos 52-54: 52: five men; 53: a woman, Jim Krebs’ daughter Casey Krebs, and a man; 54: DKR and two men; all photos at the *Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976*

Page 15b: Photos 55-57: 55: six men; 56-57: Bill Henderson, Harrison Stafford, Jerry Thompson, DKR, and Jim Krebs’ daughter Casey Krebs; all photos at the *Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976*

Page 16a: Photos: 58-63: 58: Bill Henderson, Harrison Stafford, Jerry Thompson, DKR and Jim Krebs’ daughter Casey Krebs; 59: seven people at a table; 60: DKR and eleven people at a table; 61: ten people at a table; 62: Edith and nine people at a table; 63: four men at a table; all photos at the *Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976*

Page 16b: Photos 64-66: 64-65: seven people at a table; 66: six people at a table; all photos at the *Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976*
Page 17a: Photos 67-69: 67: six people at a table; 68: eight people at a table; 69: nine people at a table; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 17b: Photos 70-72: 70: nine people at a table; 71: some people sitting at tables; 72: some people standing by tables; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 18a: Photos 73-75: 73: a man in a gray blazer with a plaque; 74: DKR and seven men; 75: a man in a black blazer at the podium; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 18b: Photos 76-78: 76: DKR and five men; 77: eight men; 78: six men; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction; 11/14/1976

Page 19a: Photos 79-81: 79: Edith and ten people at a table; 80-81: some people sitting at tables; all photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 19b: Photos 82-83: 82: some people sitting at tables; 83: DKR at the podium; both photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976


Page 1a: Photos 1-2: DKR at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 1b: Photos 3-4: 3: Bill Henderson, Harrison Stafford, Jerry Thompson, DKR, and Jim Krebs’ daughter Casey Krebs; 4: DKR at a podium; both photos at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame Induction, 11/14/1976

Page 2a: Photos 5-7: 5-6: Edith and some people at a party; 7: DKR and a man; all photos at a party for the 1977 Cotton Bowl, Dallas, TX
Page 2b: Photos 8-10: 8: DKR, Edith with Barbara and Frank Broyles at the Texas Sports Hall of Fame, 12/1976; 9: DKR and four others; 10: DKR and two others; photos 9-10 at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, no date

Page 3a: Photos 11-13: 11: Edith and three others; 12: DKR and two others; 13: possibly Blackie Sherrod and a woman; all photos at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, no date

Page 3b: Photos 14-16: 14: DKR and four others at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX; 15: DKR and two others; 16: some people at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX; all photos no date

Page 4a: Photos 17-18: 17: DKR and four others; 18: DKR with Eloise and Foots Clements and two others; both photos at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, no date

Page 4b: Photos 19-20: 19: DKR and a man; 20: a man, Edith and DKR; both photos at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, no date

Page 5a: Photo 21: DKR and a woman at a Cotton Bowl party, no date


Page 6a: Photo 26: Earl Campbell and his mother with Earl’s Heisman Trophy, NYC, 12/1977

Page 6b: Photos 27-32: 27: DKR and Edith; 28: Earl Campbell and others in a hotel room; 29: Edith (with her back turned to the camera) and Earl Campbell; 30: Earl Campbell on a phone in a hotel room with his mother watching; 31: Earl Campbell’s mother and DKR; 32: DKR with Earl Campbell’s mother at lunch; all photos in NYC, 12/1977
Page 7a: Photos 33-38: 33: three people; 34: DKR, Louis Murillo and a man; 35: some people; 36: Louis Murillo and a woman; 37: Earl Campbell’s mother and two others; 38: Jack and Joanne Crosby and Louis Murillo; all photos at a party, no date

Page 7b: Photos 39-44: 39: DKR and two men; 40: some people; both photos at a party; 41-42: Earl Campbell’s mother and a woman at lunch; 43: DKR, Edith and seven others; 44: Edith and two women at lunch, photos 41-44: NYC; all photos likely 12/1977

Page 8a: Photos 45-46: 45: Joe Jamail and Edith; 46: DKR and eight others; both photos likely 12/1977

Page 8b: Photos 47-48: 47: Louis Murillo (with the camera) and another man; 48: DKR hugging Earl Campbell’s mother; both photos likely 12/1977


Page 9b: Photos 55-61: 55: Earl Campbell’s mother and a woman; 56: DKR and Earl Campbell’s mother; 57: DKR, Earl Campbell’s mother, Louis Murillo and two others at lunch; 58: three men at dinner; 59: Earl Campbell’s mother and three others at dinner; 60: DKR and a man; 61: DKR and Edith (far left) and three others at dinner; all photos in NYC, 12/1977


Page 11a: Photos 74-78: 74: Joanne and Jack Crosby; 75: Earl Campbell’s mother, Louis Murillo and a woman; 76: Earl Campbell and three others; 77: Earl Campbell’s mother and a man; 78: Earl Campbell’s mother and a woman; photos 74, 76 and 77 at the Heisman Trophy Dinner, NYC; all photos 12/1977

Page 11b: Photos 79-81: 79: DKR at the podium; 80: Frank Broyles, a man and DKR; both photos at Frank Broyles Man of the Year, no date; 81: DKR, possibly either Sammy Mack Royal or David Royal, and Edith, no date

Page 12a: Photos 82-84: 82: DKR at the microphone; 83: Tommy Nobis at the microphone; 84: DKR at the microphone; all photos at Tommy Nobis Day, Atlanta, GA, 1978

Page 12b: Photos 85-86: 85: a man and two women; 86: three men; both photos no date


Page 13b: Photo 90: Tommy Nobis at the microphone on Tommy Nobis Day, Atlanta, GA, 1978

Page 14a: Photos 91-92: 91: a woman interviewing DKR; 92: Joan Fontaine, DKR and three others singing; both photos no date

Page 14b: Photos 93-97: 93: Earl Campbell knocking down Bevo; 94-97: DKR speaking at a microphone; all photos no date
Page 15a: Photos 98-99: 98: DKR and a couple; 99: DKR speaking with Judy (no last name on her nametag); both photos at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, 1980

Page 15b: Photos 100-101: 100: DKR and seven others; 101: DKR and five others at a table; both photos at a NCAA Dinner, no date

Page 16a: Photos 102-103: 102: a man and DKR; 103: DKR and a couple; both photos at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, 1980

Page 16b: Photos 104-108: 104: DKR and a man; 105: DKR and Virginia (no last name on her nametag); 106: DKR and three others; 107: DKR and a man; photos 104-107: at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, 1980; 108: Edith and three others at a Cotton Bowl lunch, Dallas, TX, 1980

Page 17a: Photos 109-111: 109: DKR; 110: DKR, DeLoss Dodds and three others; 111: two men; all photos at the Neuhaus-Royal Building Dedication, Austin, TX, 10/14/1986

Page 17b: Photos 112-114: 112: a portrait of DKR; 113: a man; 114: Jim Bob Moffett and a man; all photos at the Neuhaus-Royal Building Dedication, Austin, TX, 10/14/1986

Page 18a: Photos 115-116: 115: DKR, Edith, a man and five others; 116: DKR, Edith, a man and Barbara and Frank Broyles; both photos no date

Page 18b: Photos 117-119: 117: DKR and a man; 118: DKR, two men and Jim Bob Moffett; 119: DKR and a man; all photos at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, 1988

Page 19a: Photos 120-123: 120: DKR at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, 1988; 121: DKR, Earl Campbell and two others; 122: DKR and a man; 123: DKR and two others; photos 121-123: at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, 1986
Page 19b: Photos 124-127: 124: DKR and a man; 125: DKR and a man at the podium; 126-127: DKR and a man; all photos at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, 1986

Page 20a: Photos 128-130: 128: Curtis (no last name), DKR and Bobby Collins; 129: DKR at the podium, Tom Kite and a man; 130: DKR and a man; all photos no date

Page 20b: Photos 131-132: 131: DKR and a woman; 132: DKR and two men; both photos no date

Page 21a: Photos 133-134: 133: Earl Campbell, DKR and three others; 134: DKR and Blackie Sherrod; both photos no date

Page 21b: Photos 135-137: 135: DKR, Ben Crenshaw and six others; 136: two men, Rooster Andrews and DKR; 137: Earl Campbell, DKR and four others at a Headliners event; all photos 1988

Page 22a: Photos 138-139: 138: DKR, Jim Bob Moffett Jr. and Bobby and Judy Lackey, Sailfish Point, FL, 1986; 139: two men, DKR, Don Talbert, Ed Padgett and Jodie Thompson, no date

Page 22b: Photos 140-144: 140: Willie Nelson, a man and DKR; 141: Willie Nelson, DKR and two others; 142: a man, Willie Nelson and DKR, photos 140-142: at the Band Scholarship Dinner; 143-144: Willie Nelson playing chess after the Band Scholarship Dinner; all photos 1989


Page 23b: Photos 147-148: 147: Jim Bob Moffett Sr., his wife and DKR; 148: a couple and DKR; both photos at Jim Bob Moffett Jr.’s 50th Birthday Party, the 21 Club, NYC, ca. 1989
Page 24a: Photos 149-151: 149: Jim Bob Moffett Sr.’s wife and a man; 150: Jim Bob Moffett Jr. and four others; 151: a couple; all photos at Jim Bob Moffett Jr.’s 50th Birthday Party, the 21 Club, NYC, ca. 1989

Page 24b: Photos 152-153: Edith, Jim Bob Moffett Sr., Jim Bob Moffett Jr., Jim Bob Moffett Sr.’s wife and DKR; both photos at Jim Bob Moffett Jr.’s 50th Birthday Party, the 21 Club, NYC, ca. 1989


Page 26a: Photos 158-159: 158: John (no last name on his nametag), a man and DKR; 159: DKR and three men; both photos at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, no date

Page 26b: Photo 160: Edith and two women at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, 1979

Page 27a: Photo 161: DKR, Foots Clements and three others, at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, no date

Page 27b: Photo 162: a woman, Rick (no last name on his nametag) and DKR at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, no date

Page 28a: Photo 163: DKR, Nell and Henry Bell at a Cotton Bowl party, 1978

Page 28b: Photo 164: DKR, Eloise and Foots Clements at a Cotton Bowl party, Dallas, TX, no date

Page 1a: Photo 1: DKR’s golf bag; Clipping 1: states: “darrell royal”

Page 1b: Photo 2: DKR and a boy in a golf cart; Clipping 2: Darrell Royal Celebrity Golf Tournament announcement

Page 2a: Photos 3-4: 3: a golf course; 4: Johnny Mitchell, Chairman of the Country Club; Clipping 3: The Woodlands Inn and Country Club logo


Page 3a: Photo 16: DKR and Willie Nelson with a plaque


Page 5a: Photos 27-30: 27-28: DKR and four others; 29: DKR and five others; 30: DKR and three others


Page 6a: Photos 35-38: 35-36: DKR and two women; 37: a woman and DKR; 38: DKR and three others

Page 6b: Photos 39-41: 39: Chris Schenkel and a woman; 40: a man and two women; 41: DKR and two women
Page 7a: Photos 42-44: 42: a couple at a table; 43: Chris Schenkel and a woman with a microphone; 44: a couple laughing; Clipping 5: Compliments of Loy “Butch” Griffin, Houston, TX


Page 8a: Photos 49-51: 49: a man at the piano; 50: a man singing; 51: Floyd Tillman singing while playing a guitar


Page 9a: Photos 56-58: 56: Johnny Mitchell, Chris Schenkel and a man by a table; 57: two couples; 58: Chris Schenkel, Johnny Mitchell, a man and a woman


Page 10a: Photos 63-65: 63: some people and James Garner; 64: some people in the audience; 65: Chris Schenkel and a man at a table


Page 11a: Photos 70-72: 70: five couples; 71: three men, a woman and James Garner; 72: three men and four women

Page 11b: Photos 73-76: 73: a man singing; 74: a man with a guitar singing; 75: a man singing while another man plays guitar; 76: a man with a guitar

Page 12a: Photos 77-80: 77: James Garner; 78: a couple at a table; 79: two men with guitars and a man with a fiddle; 80: a woman singing while playing a guitar
Page 12b: Photos 81-84: 81: a man and a woman singing; 82: three men, two women and James Garner; 83: Chris Schenkel, a man and two women at a table; 84: five men and a woman

Page 13a: Photos 85-88: 85: a woman singing while playing a guitar; 86: Willie Nelson at a microphone; 87: a man singing; 88: Charley Pride singing with a band


Page 14b: Clipping 6: *The Darrell Royal Celebrity Golf Tournament*; Photo 95: Willie Nelson playing guitar


Page 15b: Photos 100-103: four men on a golf course


Page 17a: Photos 110-113: 110: four men on a golf course; 111: five men on a golf course; 112: three men and George Jones on a golf course; 113: four men on a golf course


Page 0a: Lauree (no last name) to Edith re: the Darrell K. Royal Show Album (this album, Album 20), no date

Page 0b: Paul “Bear” Bryant (Alabama Head Football Coach) to the Darrell K. Royal Testimonial Committee re: he will not be able to attend the Darrell K. Royal Show, 10/21/1981

Page 0c: former Texas kicker Russell A. Erxleben to the Darrell K. Royal Testimonial Committee re: he will not be able to attend the Darrell K. Royal Show, received 10/26/1981

Page 0d: Charles Alan Wright to the Darrell K. Royal Testimonial Committee re: he will not be able to attend the Darrell K. Royal Show, 10/27/1981

Page 0e: Walter Fondren and James R. Moffett to DeLoss Dodds and Roy Vaughn re: the Darrell K. Royal Fund donations to date

Page 0f: Walter Fondren to DKR re: Fondren’s gift to the Darrell K. Royal Fund

Page 0g: James R. Moffett to Roy Vaughn re: Moffett’s gift to the Darrell K. Royal Fund, 11/19/1981

Page 0h: Cindy (no last name) to Jim Bob Moffett re: Mr. Billy Ellington will not be able to attend the Darrell K. Royal Show, 11/10/1981

Page 0i: Cindy (no last name) to Jim Bob Moffett: re: Mr. Tom Sealy will donate to the Darrell K. Royal Fund but will not be able to attend the Darrell K. Royal Show, 11/10/1981

Page 0j: from Emory Bellard re: he will not be able to attend the Darrell K. Royal Show, 10-11/1981
Page 0k: from Eddie Crowder re: he will not be able to attend the Darrell K. Royal Show, 11/9/1981

Page 0l: from Diane and (Texas Head Football Coach) Fred Akers re: they will not be able to attend the Darrell K. Royal Show

Page 1a: Invitation 1: to the Testimonial honoring DKR; Card 1: to the Testimonial honoring DKR at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Houston, TX

Page 1b: Photos 1-4: 1: Edith, DKR and a man; 2: Edith and DKR doing the Hook ‘Em Horns salute; 3: some people doing the Hook ‘Em Horns salute; 4: DKR and three men


Page 3b: Photos 17-20: 17: Bob Bryant, Walter Fondren, Edith, Vince Matthews and Bobby Lackey; 18: Bob Bryant, Edith, and Bobby Lackey; 19: Bob Bryant, Vince Matthews and Bobby Lackey; 20: Walter Fondren, Bob Bryant, Edith, Vince Matthews and Bobby Lackey


Page 5a: Photos 28-31: 28: two women, a man, Bill Hall and a woman; 29: Louise Moffett, maybe Will Hyman (his nametag is covered) and a woman; 30: two men and two women; 31: Frank Broyles, a man, Ralph Abercia, Don Morgan and Barbara Broyles


Page 6a: Photos 36-39: 36: a woman and a man; 37: Renee Campbell and Earl Campbell; 38: John Genung and his wife; 39: Vince Matthews and DKR

Page 6b: Photos 40-43: 40: R. Thomas and Mary McNutt and Bobby and Judy Lackey; 41: a man, a woman, DKR, Scotty Wyman and Wesley Wyman; 42: DKR, Mike Campbell Jr. and Russ Ferrell; 43: Mike Cotten, Jim Bob Moffett, maybe David Russell (his nametag is covered), Ann Russell and Louise Moffett

Page 7a: Photos 44-47: 44: Johnnie B. Rogers; 45: a man and DKR; 46: Lee Jamail, a woman, a man, and Joe Jamail; 47: a man and a woman

Page 7b: Photos 48-51: 48: John Singleton and Mike Cotten; 49: a woman, a man and Betty and Marvin Kristynik; 50: Dave and Susan Morton; 51: Irene Riviere, Mary Campbell and Rob Riviere
Page 8a: Photos 52-55: 52: Barney Giles, a man and Don Talbert; 53: Michael Cordaro, a woman and Wally Pryor; 54: Rene and Jo Ramirez; 55: a man and DKR

Page 8b: Photos 56-59: 56-57: Earl Campbell and Tommy Nobis; 58: Earl Campbell and Ralph Abercia; 59: a man and Earl Campbell

Page 9a: Photos 60-63: 60: Walter Fondren, Edith, DKR and Jim Bob Moffett; 61: two men and DKR; 62: Pete Lammons, Don Talbert, Charles Maund and a man; 63: Don Ray Allen and his wife; Don Talbert and a man


Page 10a: Photos 68-71: 68: a man, Vince Matthews and likely Matthews’ wife; 69: Abe and Betty Lemons; 70: Louis Murillo (with his back turned to the camera) and Earl Campbell; 71: Rob and Irene Riviere and T. and Phyllis Jones


Page 11a: Photos 76-79: 76: Joe Jamail, Jack Crosby and Harry Cullen; 77: Texas State Senator Peyton McKnight, his wife and a man; 78: Earl Campbell, DKR, Tommy Nobis, Bill Saxon and Louis Murillo; 79: Mike and Marilyn Wells

Page 11b: Photos 80-83: 80: Vince Matthews, DKR and James Street; 81: Mike Shepherd, Earl Campbell and likely Shepherd’s wife; 82: Earl Campbell, Ralph Abercia and likely Abercia’s wife; 83: Earl Campbell, Louis Murillo, Tommy Nobis and a man
Page 12a: Photos 84-87: 84: a man, DKR and Mike Campbell Jr.; 85: Mike Cotten, Knox Nunnally and Barney Giles; 86: a man and DKR; 87: Earl Campbell and Chic Kazen


Page 13a: Photos 92-95: 92: Knox Nunnally and Russell Coffee; 93: a woman and a man; 94: three men and Russell Coffee; 95: Joe Jamail, DKR and Mary Margaret Perry

Page 13b: Photos 96-99: 96: a man, Vince Matthews and Dixon Talbert; 97: Fran and Walter Fondren, Vince Matthews and likely Matthews’ wife; 98: a man, Gail Knight, Freddie Kelly and a man; 99: James Street, Mike Campbell Jr. and six others

Page 14a: Photos 100-103: 100: Scotty Wyman, Wesley Wyman, Will Wyman and likely Will Wyman’s wife (her nametag is covered); 101: Tom and Jane Stockton and a man; 102: Bob Edge and Janie and James Street; 103: a man and Abe Lemons

Page 14b: Photos 104-107: 104: Earl Campbell, Renee Campbell, four people, DKR, Janie and James Street, Mary Campbell, a man and Bob Edge; 105: a woman, Chic, Christian and David Kazen, Don Talbert, Earl Campbell, Renee Campbell and Louis Murillo; 106: Mike and Marilyn Wells, Chris Lucas and Mickey Smith; 107: Dixon Talbert and his wife; Charles and Jan Talbert and Don and Joy Talbert

Page 15a: Photos 108-111: 108: four men and three women; 109: Knox Nunnally and ten others; 110: Lee Jamail and sixteen others; 111: Mike Shepherd and four women
Page 15b: Photos 112-115: 112: Frank Broyles and DKR; 113: a man, Frank Broyles, DKR, a woman, Curt Karges, a man and a woman; 114: a man, Karen Anderson and Curt Karges; 115: Frank and Barbara Broyles

Page 16a: Photos 116-119: 116: Alvin Owsley, Rose Cullen, Lee Jamail, Joe Jamail and three others; 117: Karen Anderson, Curt Karges and two others; 118: five men and five women; 119: Karen Anderson, Curt Karges and seven others at a table

Page 16b: Photos 120-123: 120: Diane and Charles Baker, Barbara Parker and two men; 121: Tommy Nobis, Knox Nunnally and ten others; 122: Tommy Nobis, Knox Nunnally and eight others; 123: people at tables

Page 17a: Photos 124-127: 124: three men and two women; 125: Sandy (nametag hard to read) and Jean Bruce, Gail Knight, a man, Carroll Kelley and his wife; 126-127: some people at tables

Page 17b: Photos 128-131: 128: some people at tables; 129: DKR and Edith; 130: DARRELL in orange flowers; 131: some people at tables

Page 18a: Photos 132-135: 132: Frank and Barbara Broyles; 133: DARRELL in orange flowers; 134: Jim Bob and Louise Moffett; 135: some people at tables

Page 18b: Photos 136-139: 136: Debra and Barney Giles and Judy and Bobby Lackey; 137: Mike and Suzanne Dowdie and Bob and Carole Bryant; 138: Edith; 139: seven people, Karen Anderson and Curt Karges

Page 19a: Photos 140-143: 140: Rene Ramirez, Walter Fondren, Nancy and Jack Collins and Fran Fondren; 141: Louise Moffett, DKR and Edith; 142: Ed and Mary Padgett; 143: Carol Ann and Jim Saxton and Marilyn and Mike Wells

Page 19b: Photos 144-147: 144-146: Jim Bob Moffett at the podium; 147: a man and Edith at the podium
Page 20a: Photos 148-151: 148: a man and Edith at the podium; 149: Edith at the podium; 150: Jim Bob Moffett at the podium; 151: Jim Bob Moffett, DKR and two men at the podium

Page 20b: Photos 152-155: DKR at the podium

Page 21a: Photos 156-159: 156: DKR and three men at the podium; 157-159: DKR at the podium

Page 21b: Photos 160-163: 160: Cotton Speyrer at the podium; 161: Scott Henderson at the podium; 162: Ted Koy at the podium; 163: Mike Campbell Sr. at the podium

Page 22a: Photos 164-167: 164-165: James Street at the podium; 166-167: Mike Campbell Sr. at the podium


Page 23a: Photos 172-175: 172-173: Wally Pryor at the podium; 174-175: maybe Wade Walker (his nametag is covered) at the podium

Page 23b: Photos 176-179: 176: Myrle Greathouse; 177: Walter Fondren at the podium with Bob Bryant behind him; 178-179: Bob Bryant at the podium

Page 24a: Photos 180-183: 180-181: Tommy Nobis at the podium; 182-183: Gordon Wilkison and Wally Pryor at the podium with a film projector

Page 24b: Photos 184-187: 184: DKR at the podium; 185: a man, DKR and Jim Bob Moffett at the podium; 186: a man, DKR and Jim Bob Moffett at the podium doing the Hook ‘Em Horns salute; 187: Fran and Walter Fondren, a man, DKR and Jim Bob and Louise Moffett doing the Hook ‘Em Horns salute
Album 21: Brown Photo Album: Lake and Bluebonnets, no date, 1984-1986 (26 items)

Page 1a: Photos 1-6: the house in Spicewood, no date

Page 1b: Photos 7-12: 7-10: a lake in Spicewood; 11-12: the backyard in Spicewood; all photos no date

Page 2a: Photos 13-18: the house in Spicewood, no date


Page 7a: Photos 73-78: 73-75: bluebonnets, no date; 76-78: snow at DKR and Edith’s house, 10507 La Costa, Austin, TX, 1/2/1985


Page 8a: Photos 85-90: 85: Community Presbyterian Church, Palm Desert, CA; 86-88: part of a truck buried in the sand; 89: some rocks and leaves; 90: some people at the beach; all photos in California, 1985

Page 8b: Photos 91-92: 91: a river; 92: Monte Carlo, Monaco; both photos no date

Page 9a: Photos 93-98: 93: DKR and Willie Nelson; 94: Willie Nelson kissing Edith with DKR to the right; 95: DKR and Willie Nelson; 96-97: DKR and three others with a Royal T picture; 98: DKR and two others with a Royal T picture; all photos no date
Page 9b: Photos 99-104: 99: DKR and a couple; 100: DKR doing the Hook ‘Em Horns salute; 101: DKR and a couple; 102: DKR and a man; 103-104: DKR at the podium, all photos no date

Page 10a: Photos 105-110: DKR at the podium; all photos no date

Page 10b: Photos 111-116: 111-113: DKR at the podium; 114: DKR doing the Hook ‘Em Horns salute; 115-116: DKR and some others sing *The Eyes of Texas*; all photos no date

Page 11a: Photos 117-122: 117: DKR and some others sing *The Eyes of Texas*; 118: DKR and two men; 119: DKR and some others sing *The Eyes of Texas*; 120: DKR and three men; 121: DKR and some others sing *The Eyes of Texas*; 122: DKR and three men; all photos no date

Page 11b: Photos 123-126: 123-124: DKR and three men; 125: DKR and a man with a Royal T picture; 126: the UT Austin Campus; all photos no date

Page 12a: Photos 127-131: 127: the house in Spicewood, 1984; 128: a prickly pear cactus; 129: the house in Spicewood; 130: a tree and a hill; 131: a river; all photos no date


Page 13a: Photos 138-142: 138: a birdfeeder, no date; 139: bluebonnets, no date; 140: an old corral; 141: bluebonnets; 142: an old corral; all photos 1984


Page 1a: Photos 1-6: 1: DKR, Edith and likely their grandchildren; 2: DKR and likely two grandsons; 3: a woman with DKR and Edith’s grandchildren; 4: Edith; 5: three men; 6: an Xmas garland; all photos no date

Page 1b: Photos 7-12: 7: some people at an Xmas party, 12/no year; 8: Edith and two men on Easter 3-4/no year; 9-12: some people at an Xmas party, 12/no year

Page 2a: Photos 13-18: some grandchildren and some others at an Xmas party; all photos 12/no year

Page 2b: Photos 19-24: 19: Puddin’ (no last name), Cile Scott and Mary Campbell, Port O’Connor, TX, 5/1996; 20: likely a granddaughter; 21: likely granddaughters; 22: likely some family members or relatives; 23: likely a granddaughter, all at an Xmas party; photos 20-23: 12/no year; 24: a woman and Edith flanking a bear sculpture, no date


Page 3b: Photos 31-34: 31: likely David and Christian Kazen and two women, 1996; 32: likely two granddaughters and a friend, 1995; 33: two women; 34: four women by a tree; photos 33-34: no date

Page 4a: Photos 35-39: 35: snow; 36: two people in the snow; 37: a flooded out boat dock; 38: likely a granddaughter in front of a flooded out boat dock; 39: likely a granddaughter; all photos no date

Page 4b: Photos 40-45: 40-43: a woman at Easter with others; 44-45: an Easter egg hunt; all photos 3-4/no year
Page 5a: Photos 46-51: 46: likely granddaughters on Halloween, 1992; 47: likely a grandson and a granddaughter; 48: a couple; 49: two men; photos 47-49: no date; 50: likely grandchildren at an Easter egg hunt; 51: likely a granddaughter at an Easter egg hunt; photos 50-51: 3-4/no year


Page 6a: Photos 58-63: 58: likely a granddaughter; 59: Caitlin (no last name)’s Christening; 60: DKR, a man and Edith; 61: Caitlin (no last name)’s Christening, photos 58-61: no date; 62-63: taken at the Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce Banquet, 2/6/1996


Page 7b: Photos 76-81: 76: the sunrise from 1505 (no street or city listed), no date; 77: a river, 3/22/1997; 78: some trees; 79: trees, hills and fog; 80: likely grandchildren; 81: dense valley fog; photos 78-81: no date

Page 8a: Photos 82-87: 82: Edith and DKR; 83: DKR and James Garner; 84: a man and Edith; 85: DKR, Edith, and James Garner; 86: Edith and a man; 87: DKR and a man; all photos no date

Page 9a: Photos 88-92: 88: a birdfeeder and hills; 89: a duck and ducklings; 90: the moon; 91: some trees and a creek; 92: the moon; all photos no date

Page 10a: Photos 99-104: 99: DKR and a man; 100: DKR and five others; 101: R.C. Slocum, DKR and Mack Brown; 102: Edith and a woman; 103: two women; 104: a woman and three men; all photos no date

Page 10b: Photo 105: DKR, Sonny Throckmorton and five others, no date

Page 11a: Photos 106-108: 106: Sonny Throckmorton, DKR and two others; 107: DKR, Sonny Throckmorton and five others; 108: Sonny Throckmorton, DKR and a man; all photos no date

Page 11b: Photos 109-113: 109: Native American sculptures by a creek; 110: Native American sculptures by a pond; 111: Native American sculptures by a creek; 112: a Native American sculpture by a creek; 113: a Native American sculpture by cacti; all photos no date

Page 12a: Photos 114-119: 114: wildflowers; 115-116: bluebonnets; 117: a woman by bluebonnets; 118: wildflowers; 119: Edith with bluebonnets; all photos no date


Page 14a: Photos 137-142: 137: some wild boars; 138: DKR and others at a meal; 139: DKR, Edith, and maybe Rob Lowe; 140: Rooster Andrews and his extended family; 141: DKR and two men; 142: two women and maybe Edith’s mother; all photos at the Ringo Starr Celebrity Weekend, Tucson, AZ, 10/1992

Page 14b: Photos 143-148: 143-147: likely grandchildren; 148: likely a grandson; all photos no date

Page 15a: Photos 149-154: 149: Edith and likely grandchildren; 150: maybe Edith’s mother and likely grandchildren; 151: likely grandchildren running; 152-154: likely grandchildren; all photos no date

Page 15b: Photos 155-160: 155: maybe Edith’s mother, likely a granddaughter and Edith; 156-158: likely granddaughters; 159: maybe Edith’s mother and likely granddaughters; 160: likely grandchildren; all photos no date


Page 16b: Photos 167-172: a sunset in the Hill Country; all photos no date

Album 23: Black Binder: 1996 Horatio Alger Award, no date, 1993-2011 (119 items)

Page 1a: Front Cover of Album: Letter 1: Lady Bird Johnson to DKR re: DKR’s UT Austin 2006 Texas Exes Distinguished Service Award, 4/26/2006

Loose Card 1: Retired UT Coaches Association Meeting, 11/17/2011

Pages 1-2: thoughts from Texans re: Darrell Royal, no date
Page 3: Memo 1: Cynthia Molyneux to DKR and Edith re: travel to the Horatio Alger Award ceremony, 4/17/1996

Page 4: Memo 2: Cynthia Molyneux to friends of DKR and Edith re: travel to Horatio Alger Award ceremony, 4/12/1996

Pages 5-6: Schedule 1: Horatio Alger Award Activities Schedule, 4/18-4/20/1996

Pages 7-8: Memo 3: Cynthia Molyneux to DKR re: travel to the Horatio Alger Award ceremony, 4/12/1996

Pages 2a1-2a2: Card 1: Tom Penders to DKR re: Horatio Alger Award, 4/1996

Page 3a: Letter 2: Ted and Suzanne Stewart to DKR and Edith re: the bench the Stewarts sent to celebrate DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 5/6/1996


Pages 5a1-5a2: Card 2: Bill and Ann Schneider to DKR and Edith re: DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 4/1996


Page 6a: Invitation 1: to cocktails with Wayne and Marti Huizenga after the Horatio Alger Award ceremony, 4/19/1996

Page 7a: Card 3: Wayne and Marti Huizenga to DKR: thanks for supporting the Horatio Alger Award, 4/19/1996

Page 8a: Letter 4: Judie Argyros of the Horatio Alger Association to Edith re: DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 4/1/1996

Pages 10-11: Letter 5: George L. Argyros of the Horatio Alger Association to DKR re: DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 10/16-10/18/1995
Page 12: Letter 6: Terrence J. Giroux of the Horatio Alger Association to DKR re: DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 10/24/1995


Page 14: List 2: Horatio Alger Award Awardees (incl. DKR), 4/18/1996

Pages 15-16: Confirmation 1: the message confirmation, transmittal sheet and reply from DKR to George L. Argyros of the Horatio Alger Association, 12/12/1995

Page 17: Letter 7: Terrence J. Giroux of the Horatio Alger Association to DKR re: DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 2/23/1996


Pages 26-27: Letter 8: Kevin Byrne of the Horatio Alger Association to DKR re: DKR’s guests for the Awards Ceremony, 2/21/1996

Pages 9a1-9a2: Card 4: from Louise and Jim Bob Moffett to DKR and Edith for dinner, 4/18/1996

Page 10a: Card 5: from Annette and Mel Klein to DKR and Edith for brunch, 4/20/1996

Pages 28-30: Report 2: 1996 Horatio Alger National Scholars Confidential Profile


Page 13a: Letter 10: Jane (no last name) to DKR re: DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 1/11/1996
Page 31: List 3: DKR and Edith’s guest list for *Horatio Alger Awards*, 1996

Page 14a: Printout 1: an encyclopedia entry for Horatio Alger, 1996

Page 15a: List 4: 1996 *Horatio Alger Award* Awardees (incl. DKR)

Page 32: Letter 11: Horatio Alger Association to Awardees (incl. DKR) re: the Awardees’ guests, ca. 11/1995

Pages 33-34: Memo 4: Jane Henson to Cynthia Molyneux re: DKR’s guests for the *Horatio Alger Award*, 1/10/1996

Page 35: Memo 5: Jane Henson to DKR re: guests for the *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/20/1995


Page 39: Memo 7: re: Letter #3 sent c/o DKR to these members of the Horatio Alger Association, 1/10/1996


Page 17a: Letter 14: Richard G. Slaughter of the Austin Community Foundation to James R. Moffett re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/12/1995

Pages 18a1-18a2: Letter 15: Richard G. Slaughter of the Austin Community Foundation to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/8/1995

Page 20a: Letter 17: US Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison to the Horatio Alger Association re: her support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 6/5/1995

Page 21a: Letter 18: Frank W. Denius to James R. Moffett re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 5/30/1995

Pages 22a1-22a2: Letter 19: Frank W. Denius to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 5/30/1995

Page 23a: Letter 20: Noble W. Doss to James R. Moffett re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 6/6/1995

Pages 24a1-24a2: Letter 21: Noble W. Doss to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 6/6/1995

Page 25a: Letter 22: Azie Taylor Morton to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 6/15/1995

Page 26a: Letter 23: Bud Shrake to James R. Moffett re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 6/6/1995

Page 27a: Letter 24: Bud Shrake to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 6/6/1995


Page 28a: Letter 25: Dr. Gerald E. Mann to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 6/2/1995

Page 29a: Letter 26: George P. Mitchell to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 6/1/1995

Page 30a: Letter 27: actor Ed Marinaro to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 6/7/1995
Page 31a: Letter 28: Jack R. Crosby to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/19/1995

Page 32a: Letter 29: Ben Barnes to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/12/1995

Page 33a: Letter 30: Eugene A. Cernan to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/20/1995

Page 34a: Letter 31: Frank Broyles to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/13/1995

Page 35a: Letter 32: John W. Mecom Jr. to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/14/1995


Page 37a: Letter 34: former President George H.W. Bush to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/5/1995

Pages 38a1-38a3: Letter 35: actor James Garner to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/12/1995

Page 41: Letter 36: Betty Tilson, Assistant to Lady Bird Johnson to James R. Moffett re: Lady Bird’s support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/26/1995

Pages 39a1-39a2: Letter 37: Lady Bird Johnson to the Horatio Alger Association re: her support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/26/1995

Page 40a: Letter 38: Tom Landry to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 8/17/1995

Page 41a: Letter 39: J.J. Pickle to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 5/30/1995
Page 42a: Letter 40: Larry Wayne Gatlin to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 5/25/1995

Page 43a: Letter 41: Jack Stephens to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 5/22/1995

Page 44a: Letter 42: Joseph D. Jamail to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 5/22/1995

Page 42: Letter 43: former President Gerald R. Ford to James R. Moffett re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 5/30/1995

Page 45a: Letter 44: former President Gerald R. Ford to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 5/30/1995

Page 46a: Letter 45: Charles Y. McClendon to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/1/1995

Page 47a: Letter 46: Howard L. Terry to James R. Moffett re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 1/12/1996

Page 48a: Letter 47: Charles L. Shinn to DKR re: DKR’s call to his brother Hub Barker, 1/4/1993

Page 49a: Letter 48: John Acker to DKR re: DKR’s wave to him at Love Field Airport, Dallas, TX, 3/7/1995

Page 50a: Letter 49: Darrell Van Tilburg to DKR re: the photograph and book DKR mailed to his mother, no date

Pages 51a-51b: Card 6: Red McCombs to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/22/1995

Pages 52a-52b: Card 7: Sharee Turk to DKR re: her support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 12/1995
Page 53a: Letter 50: Cynthia Molyneux to DKR re: travel for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 10/19/1995

Page 54a: Card 8: Robert H. Dedman to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 10/31/1995


Page 56a: Letter 52: Jack Stephens to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/27/1995

Page 57a: Letter 53: Doug Ivester to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/21/1995

Page 58a: Letter 54: George L. Argyros of the Horatio Alger Association to DKR re: DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 12/1/1995

Page 59a: Letter 55: Walter Anderson to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 12/5/1995

Page 60a: Letter 56: J.B. Fuqua to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/7/1995


Page 63a: Letter 59: W.W. “Foots” Clements to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/20/1995

Page 64a: Letter 60: Jack Stephens to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 2/1/1996
Page 65a: Letter 61: Joseph Neubauer to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/6/1995

Page 66a: Letter 62: John W. Rollins to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/10/1995

Page 67a: Letter 63: H. Wayne Huizenga to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 10/31/1995

Page 68a: Letter 64: Venita VanCaspel Harris to DKR re: her support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/28/1995

Page 69a: Letter 65: Tom Harken to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 10/31/1995

Page 43: Letter 66: Photocopy of Tom Harken to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 10/31/1995

Page 70a: Letter 67: Mary Kay (Ash) to DKR re: her support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/1/1995


Page 72a: Letter 69: Dee J. Kelly to DKR re: his or her support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/21/1995

Page 73a: Letter 70: Terry M. Giles to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/13/1995

Page 74a: Letter 71: H. Wayne Huizenga to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 11/2/1995

Page 75a: Letter 72: Robert J. Brown to DKR re: his support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 12/4/1995
Page 76a: Letter 73: John Silber to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 12/10/1995

Page 77a: Letter 74: Carl N. Karcher to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 11/27/1995

Page 78a: Letter 75: R. David Thomas to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 11/25/1995

Page 79a: Letter 76: Larry Temple to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Most Outstanding Austinite Award, 1/22/1996

Page 80a: Letter 77: Richard C. Adkerson to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Most Outstanding Austinite Award, 1/19/1996

Page 81a: Letter 78: David B. Armbrust to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Most Outstanding Austinite Award, 1/19/1996

Page 82a: Letter 79: Robert H. Dedman to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 5/24/1995

Page 83a: Letter 80: James R. Moffett to the Horatio Alger Association re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 5/30/1995

Page 84a: Letter 81: Robert M. Berdahl, President of UT Austin to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Most Outstanding Austinite Award, 1/31/1996

Page 85a: Letter 82: James R. Moffett to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 11/10/1995

Page 86a: Letter 83: Larry Temple to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 4/15/1996

Page 87a: Letter 84: Happy Feller to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Horatio Alger Award, 4/15/1996
Page 88a: Card 9: Board of Directors of the Horatio Alger Association to DKR re: the Chairman’s Reception, 4/18/1996; the Awardee Forum, 4/19/1996; and the Breakfast Saluting the National Scholars, 4/20/1996

Pages 89a1-89a2: Program 1: The 49th Horatio Alger Awards, 4/19/1996

Page 90a: Card 10: Tommy (no last name) to DKR re: DKR’s 80th Birthday, 7/6/2004

Page 91a: Letter 85: Larry Temple to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Texas Exes Distinguished Service Award, 3/31/2006

Page 92a: Letter 86: Carole Keeton Strayhorn to DKR re: her support for DKR’s Texas Exes Distinguished Service Award, 4/9/2006

Page 93a: Letter 87: Darrell R. Windham to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Texas Exes Distinguished Service Award, 4/17/2006

Page 94a: Letter 88: Gary Pearson to DKR re: seeing DKR and Frank Broyles at the Texas vs. Arkansas game, no date

Page 95a: Letter 89: W.A. Moncrief Jr. to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Texas Exes Distinguished Service Award, 9/14/2006

Page 96a: Letter 90: Peter T. Flawn, President Emeritus at UT Austin to DKR re: DKR’s Texas Exes Distinguished Service Award, 4/19/2006

Pages 97a-97b: Card 11: Donald L. Evans to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Texas Exes Distinguished Service Award, 2006

Pages 98a-98b: Card 12: Donald L. Evans to DKR re: his support for DKR’s Texas Exes Distinguished Service Award, 8/3/2006

Page 100a: Letter 92: Johnnie Johnson to DKR re: the friendship and support he received from DKR and UT Austin, 12/30/2007

Page 101a: Letter 93: Horatio Alger foundation to DKR, 4/19/1996

Pages 102a-102a2: Press Release 1: re: 1996 Horatio Alger Award Winners

Page 103a: Journal 1: cover of *The Forum*, Winter 1996

Page 104a: Letter 94: Governor Ann Richards to the Horatio Alger Association re: her support for DKR’s *Horatio Alger Award*, 6/12/1995


   Page 1a: Program 1: *Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic* Hall of Fame; Card 1: Darrell Royal *Cotton Bowl Classic Hall of Fame* card, 1998

   Page 1b: Letter 1: from Fred McClure and Tom Morgan to Darrell Royal detailing that a scrapbook commemorating the event is enclosed (this album, Album 24), 6/29/1998


   Page 2b: Clippings 5-6: 5: *Cotton Bowl Hall of Fame Inductees* (incl. DKR); 6: (Doak) Walker, (Dicky) Maegle are among first 7 in Cotton Bowl Hall (along with DKR); both clippings from *Dallas Morning News*, 4/24/1998


Page 4b: Photos 6-8: 6: a football centerpiece; 7: Edith, DKR and others at a Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic Hall of Fame event; 8: DKR being interviewed at an event; all photos 5/28/1998

Page 5a: Clippings 7-8: 7: Austin American-Statesman masthead; 8: Royal Memories, Austin American-Statesman; both clippings from 4/25/1998; Photo 9: DKR and Mack Brown, no date

Page 5b: Clipping 9: Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Hall of Fame, by Ken Stephens, Dallas Morning News; Sticker 1: black Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic circle sticker; both items no date

Page 6a: Invitation 2: for the Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony; Photo 10: Dick Davis, Skeeter Walker, Dicky Maegle, DKR, J. Curtis Sanford Jr. and Betty Crawford at the Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony; both items 5/28/1998

Page 6b: Photos 11-14: 11: DKR, Edith, and Mack Brown; 12: Tim Ewing and DKR; 13: DKR and a young girl; 14: John Thompson, Rooster Andrews, DKR, Rick Barnes and two men; all photos no date

Page 7b: Invitation 3: for the Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony; Sticker 2: blue Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic sticker; Photo 15: Bearkats Ragtime Band at the Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony; all items 5/28/1998

Page 8a: Photos 16-18: Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony; Sticker 3: white Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic sticker; all items 5/28/1998


Page 9a: Photos 23-26: DKR; all photos at the Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony, 5/28/1998


Crawford, Jim Brown, a woman and a man; all photos at the Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony, 5/28/1998


Walker, a man, Dicky Maegle, DKR, J. Curtis Sanford Jr., Betty Crawford, Jim Brown and others in front of the Cotton Bowl façade; all photos at the Southwestern Bell Cotton Bowl Classic Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony, 5/28/1998


Page 1a: Photo 1: Mississippi State and Texas on the field, 1/1/1999

Page 1b: Photo 2: Texas players at likely Dave and Busters, 12/1998


Page 3a: Photo 5: the comedian Sinbad, 12/1998


Page 4a: Photo 7: Brad Sham and Major Applewhite, 12/1998

Page 4b: Photo 8: Mack Brown and some fans, 12/1998

Page 5a: Photo 9: the Let the Good Times Roll Jazz Band, 12/1998
Page 5b: Photo 10: Trent Lott, Kay Bailey Hutchison and DKR, 1/1/1999

Page 6a: Photo 11: the Longhorns and Bulldogs at the coin flip, 1/1/1999

Page 6b: Photo 12: the bands on the field at the Cotton Bowl, 1/1/1999

Page 7a: Photo 13: The Kilgore Rangerettes at the Cotton Bowl, 1/1/1999

Page 7b: Photo 14: the Longhorns about to take the field, 1/1/1999

Page 8a: Photo 15: the Longhorns running through smoke, 1/1/1999

Page 8b: Photo 16: Ricky Williams, 1/1/1999

Page 9a: Photo 17: a Longhorn receiver catching the football, 1/1/1999

Page 9b: Photo 18: Longhorn defenders tackling a Bulldog running back, 1/1/1999

Page 10a: Photo 19: Texas fans with T-E-X-A-S on their chests, 1/1/1999

Page 10b: Photo 20: Longhorn defenders tackling a Bulldog running back, 1/1/1999

Page 11a: Photo 21: a Texas receiver running with the football, 1/1/1999

Page 11b: Photo 22: The UT Longhorn Showband of the Southwest, 1/1/1999

Page 12a: Photo 23: Ricky Williams in Heisman pose during game, 1/1/1999

Page 12b: Photo 24: Major Applewhite handing the football to Ricky Williams, 1/1/1999

Page 13a: Photo 25: a Fox sound man at the Cotton Bowl, 1/1/1999
Page 13b: Photo 26: the Texas defensive line faces the Mississippi State offensive line at the *Cotton Bowl*, 1/1/1999

Page 14a: Photo 27: Major Applewhite about to throw the football, 1/1/1999

Page 14b: Photo 28: Mack Brown after Texas wins the *Cotton Bowl*, 1/1/1999

Page 15a: Photo 29: Longhorn players and coaches after the 38-11 *Cotton Bowl* victory with the *Cotton Bowl* trophy, 1/1/1999

Page 15b: Photo 30: Ricky Williams doing the Heisman pose in the end zone, 1/1/1999

Individual Items 1a-7a, no date, 1969-2011 (8 items)

Individual Item 1a: The *Amos Alonzo Stagg Award*, 2009 (1 Item)

1a: Letter to DKR from Grant Teaff of the American Football Coaches Association re: DKR’s *Amos Alonzo Stagg Award*, 5/12/2009 (1 Item)

Individual Items 2a-4a: Emails, 2011 (3 Items)

2a: Email from Edith Royal re: DKR domain names, 4/20/2011 (1 Item)

3a-4a: Emails from Edith Royal to Sammy Mack Royal re: DKR domain names, 4/22/2011 (2 Items)

Individual Items 5a1-5a2: List, no date (2 Items) (no minors)

5a1-5a2: List of Colloquialisms from Harmon County, Oklahoma, by Ron Richardson, no date (1 Item)

Individual Item 6a: Print, no date (1 Item)
6a: Signed reproduction 1924 Darrell K. Royal Memorial Print, no date (1 Item)

Individual Item 7a: Sticker, ca. 1969 (1 Item)

7a: Burnt Orange 100 Football sticker celebrating 100 years of college football, ca. 1969 (1 Item)

Photo of a Plaque 1, 1969 (1 photo)

    Photo of a Plaque from Texas Sports Writers Association to Darrell Royal naming him Senior College Coach of the Year, 1969 (1 photo)